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Abstract
The subject of this thesis is the numerical solution of eigenproblems from the point of view 
of iterative refinement. On the whole, we will be concerned with linear, symmetric 
problems, but occasionally we will make forays into non-linearity and non-symmetry.
The initial goal was to develop a better understanding of Rayleigh quotient iteration 
(RQI) and its numerical performance. Along the way it was necessary to look at a variety 
of methods proposed for the iterative refinement of eigenelements to see what relationships, 
if any, they have with RQI. As a consequence we identified a natural progression from 
algebraic (discrete) methods to continuous methods, some of which have direct discrete 
counterparts.
Chapter 1 provides an overview of eigenproblems and some of the main methods for 
their numerical solution. Particular emphasis is given to two of the key players which will 
be found throughout the thesis; namely, inverse iteration and the Rayleigh quotient. In 
Chapter 2, these are combined to form the Rayleigh quotient iteration; a method with 
remarkable convergence properties (at least for normal, compact operators). The first part 
of the chapter, Sections 1 to 4, examine RQI, what its properties are, the way it works, and 
what it does in terms of minimizing naturally occuring functionals. Section 5 completes 
the chapter by using Taylor’s series to show why RQI is such a special process. Not many 
numerical procedures are cubically convergent, and the obvious ploy of using the first three 
terms of the Taylor’s series to get such fast convergence only results in very inelegant 
iterations when applied to the eigenproblem. Although it must be said that while the 
evaluation of the second differential of an arbitrary (vector valued) function is in general 
quite daunting, and the rewards are probably outweighed by the costs, the functions one 
would expect in the eigenproblem yield second differentials which are quite simple.
Chapter 3 is a bridge between inverse iteration in the first two chapters, and 
continuous methods in Chapter 4. The link is established through the 
Rayleigh-Schrödinger series which is the motivation behind Rayleigh-Schrödinger iteration 
and its several variants. Essentially these are inverse iterations, but using generalized 
inverses which come in as reduced resolvents. For the self-adjoint case, the iterations 
follow a particularly nice pattern that is reminiscent of the error squaring 
(superconvergence) property of the Rayleigh quotient. As with RQI, the iterations have a 
natural interpretation in terms of minimizing functionals. In this chapter, Section 2 is an 
inset giving a novel way of arriving at the iteration based on matrix calculus.
The derivation of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series itself, however, is as a homotopy 
method for getting from a known eigenpair of a perturbed operator to an eigenpair of the 
unperturbed operator. One way of tackling homotopies is via differential equations, and so 
in Chapter 4 we turn our attention to these matters.
The discussion in Chapter 4 is based on continuous analogues of discrete processes 
which have their genesis in the discovery that the QR algorithm is closely related to the 
Toda flow. Many discrete methods follow the solution trajectory of a differential equation, 
either exactly or approximately. For example, Newton’s iteration can be thought of as 
Euler’s method applied to a particular initial value problem. Other methods though, like the 
QR algorithm, produce iterates that are exactly on the solution curve, so that one can think 
of the continuous method as an interpolation of the discrete iteration.
Finally Chapter 5 stands apart in the sense that it does not directly continue on from 
continuous methods; however, inverse iteration does plays the central role. The main idea 
is to build up information from the traces of a matrix, its powers, and its inverse powers, 
which can then be used to approximate eigenvalues. Here, Laguerre’s method for finding 
the roots of a polynomial is shown to be connected with the (standard) method of traces 
applied to matrices (or integral operators).
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Overview
1 .1  Introductory comments
As Ian Stewart succinctly states, “Everything in the universe vibrates.” (Stewart (1988)), 
which can be taken to mean that eigenvalue equations are the underpinnings of the 
mathematics of the universe. From the fundamental structure of space itself to the everyday 
macroscopic world, things that vibrate are modelled by an eigenvalue equation.
Modem physics, although by now it is ‘classical’, such as Schrödinger’s equation, is 
largely vibrational in nature; post-modernism as exemplified by string theory is also 
vibrational. “... a single string possesses many possible energies of vibration. The goal of 
the string picture of reality is to attribute each force and elementary particle species of 
Nature to a different vibrational state of a single string. The lowest-energy vibration should 
be associated with gravity, the weakest force, whilst the more energetic excitations of the 
string may give rise to the other forces and particles.” (Barrow (1988))
Whatever the physical system, the mathematical model is usually a continuous 
eigenvalue problem, either a differential or integral equation; more rarely is the underlying 
problem algebraic. Although, algebraic eigenproblems do arise in their own right in such 
areas as optimal control.
Solving a continuous eigenproblem by analytic means is not possible in all but the 
simplest cases, and even algebraic problems which can in principle be solved exactly are 
often so large that they also must be reduced to a more manageable form. Thus numerical 
solutions must be constructed.
Approximating solutions to an eigenvalue problem can be approached in two 
complementary ways, which naturally yield either a single approximation to some of the
2eigenelements, or an iterative scheme which produces successively better approximations to 
one, or possibly more, eigenpairs .
The first approach encompasses such methods as finite differences, finite elements, 
and variational techniques like Galerkin’s method. The aim is to reduce the original 
problem, which may be infinite dimensional or of very large finite dimension, to a more 
manageable size by replacing the original operator by a (smaller) finite dimensional 
approximation A0 and solving the resultant algebraic eigenvalue problem A qV =  pv by 
readily available techniques and software. So, for example, Galerkin’s method solves 
PAv = pPv , where P is a projection, and the results are interpreted as approximations to 
some of the eigenelements of A .
In many practical situations, iterative methods are the natural choice since the context 
of the problem yields hard information about the structure of the eigenvectors that are 
required. This information is often available from variational principles; for example 
Galerkin’s method, which is based on variational principles which show that approximate 
eigenvalues so obtained are lower bounds for the corresponding exact eigenvalues.
Also it would appear that for certain problems, such as in statistical mechanics, the 
more common starting point is the knowledge of an approximate eigenpair rather than a 
near-by operator. Again this is partly due to variational principles by which an approximate 
eigenpair can be determined, and partly to the fact that for these problems the way to 
approximate the operator is not always clear.
In any case, all one really needs is an approximation to an eigenvector since the 
Rayleigh quotient of that vector gives a very good approximation to the corresponding 
eigenvalue as we will see in Chapter 2; and many methods, for example Galerkin’s, 
implicitly yield approximate eigenvalues which are the Rayleigh quotients of the 
approximate eigenvectors.
In this thesis, we are interested largely in the iterative refinement of a given 
approximation to an eigenpair, and rarely concern ourselves with one-off approximations 
obtained with no a priori information (apart from the operator).
3Reducing an infinite dimensional problem to a finite dimensional problem has inherent 
disadvantages as shown by Paine, de Hoog, and Anderssen (1981) and Paine (1979). 
They consider the case where a Sturm-Liouville operator A is approximated by a 
sequence of finite dimensional operators PnA , where Pn —» I , and show that the 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A are not uniformly approximated even though the 
resulting sequences of approximate eigenelements contain subsequences which converge to 
eigenelements of the infinite dimensional operator.
Another common danger in blindly applying approximation methods is the creation of 
spurious eigenvalues, exemplified by the following problem discussed in Fichera (1978):
du/dx -  X,2u = 0 , u(0) = 0 .
Though this eigenvalue problem has no solutions, this does not prevent a discretization of it 
having solutions. In fact, Fichera (1978) shows that one can even find a convergent 
sequence of ‘approximations’ !
The particular method that he uses to get these spurious eigenelements is interesting in 
its own right. For a general operator A , and a finite dimensional subspace Y , consider 
the following function of X
a v(X) = min 1I(A -  .^)xll / llxll . 
r x e Y
This function has several relative minima jj^  , which could be assumed to be
approximate eigenvalues; and the corresponding approximate eigenvectors are those points 
in Y which achieve these relative minima.
What we should note here is that the minimizer, \x , of aY , must be the Rayleigh 
quotient of some x e Y : that is, g = p(x) = (Ax, x) / (x, x) for some x e Y . To see 
this, suppose x is a vector in Y such that aY(p) = ll(A — g)xll / llxll . Now use the
4fact that II(A -  p(x))xll < II(A -  k)xll for any X (this is a property of the Rayleigh 
quotient which we will explore in the next section), in particular, for X = p .
A similar phenomenon has been examined for nonlinear problems by a number of 
authors, including Peitgen and Schmitt (1987). They point out that the finite dimensional 
approximation of the problem may have solutions that are quite different qualitatively, or 
“more involved”, than the continuous problem, and that these solutions may not 
correspond to the exact solution.
1 .2  T he Rayleigh quotient
In this section we review basic and pertinent facts about the Rayleigh quotient, which, 
historically, was exploited implicitly by Lord Rayleigh in his treatise The Theory of Sound 
in the discussion of the fundamental frequencies of vibrating systems (Rayleigh (1878) §§ 
88-89).
Rayleigh noted that over one period of a system vibrating in a normal mode, the 
average kinetic energy T and the average potential energy V exactly balance, T = V. 
The central point which Rayleigh exploited, was the fact that V always takes the form 
(frequency)2 U , where U is a functional. Thus, given a mode of vibration, the average 
energies can be determined, and therefore the corresponding frequency that the system 
would have in that mode can also be determined, regardless of whether the mode is stable 
or not.
Rayleigh was primarily interested in the fundamental frequency and mode, and from 
physical considerations argued that any mode, other than the fundamental, has a 
corresponding frequency which is greater than the fundamental frequency; thus he 
concluded that his method would provide an upper bound of the fundamental frequency.
He also proposed a strategy by which he could use an approximation to the 
fundamental frequency to refine the approximation to the fundamental mode.
In modern parlance and notation, Rayleigh effectively used the energy norm 
(associated with the operator A which describes the system) of the trial mode x , in the 
quotient
5p(A, x) = (Ax, x) / (x, x ) .
This is now known as the Rayleigh quotient, and from here on will be denoted by p(x).
1.2.1 Properties o f the Rayleigh quotient: error squaring and critical points 
The importance of the Rayleigh quotient stems from some of its basic properties. The first 
key fact is that the Rayleigh quotient evaluated at an eigenvector is exactly the 
corresponding eigenvalue. This is a simple consequence of the fact that the Rayleigh 
quotient is an algebraic rearrangement of the weak formulation of the eigenvalue equation. 
Specifically, we have Au = ku , so that taking inner products with u yields 
(Au, u) = k(u, u) . From now on, we will assume that A is symmetric.
Furthermore, the Rayleigh quotient generates an error squaring approximation of an 
eigenvalue; that is, given x , an 0(e) approximation to an eigenvector, then p(x) is an 
0(e2) approximation to the corresponding eigenvalue. There are several ways of proving 
this. The first is standard: let x = u+z where (k,u) is an eigenpair, Hull = 1 , and 
(z, u) = 0 , then
p(x) = (Au+Az, u+z) / (1+ llzll2)
= (k + (Az,z))/(l+llzll2)
= k + 0(llzll2) .
Another way which appears not to have been noted explicitly in the literature is to use the 
Taylor’s series expansion of p about an eigenvector u (k is the corresponding 
eigenvalue). This gives us
p(u+z) = p(u) + zT Vp(u) + \  zT V2p(u) z + 0(llzll3)
But because
Vp(x) = 2[A -  p(x)] x / llxll2
6V2p(x) = 2[A -  p(x) -  x Vp(x)T -  Vp(x) xTJ / llxll2
it follows that Vp(u) = 0 and V2p(u) = 2(A -  X ) since p(u) = \  ; that is
p(u+z) = + 1/2 zt ( A - ^ ) z + 0(11 zll3)
which shows p(u+z) = X + 0(llzll2) .
One of the other important properties of the Rayleigh quotient is that for normal 
operators it is stationary at, and only at, eigenvectors, however for nonnormal operators the 
Rayleigh quotient may fail to be stationary at eigenvectors. This stationarity, that is 
Vp(u) = 0 , is essentially why the Rayleigh quotient is an error squaring approximation to 
an eigenvalue. The stationarity property is effectively used in the Rayleigh quotient 
iteration method for finding an eigenpair of a normal matrix, and is the reason why this 
method is cubically convergent (for matrices see Parlett (1980), compact operators will be 
discussed in Chapter 2). More importantly however, is that we can consider eigenvalues as 
extremal values of the Rayleigh quotient over certain sets, and in this way we get the 
min-max characterization of eigenvalues (and eigenvectors):
min 
dim Y =
max
x e Y poo
where the minimum is taken over all subspaces of dimension m (Deimling (1985)). Or 
alternatively
=  p(ux) = minp(x) ,
\ n + l  p(Um+l) min p(x) .x lsp a n { u 1,...,um}
As an aside, this is the start of the motivation of characterizing the critical points of 
more general functionals (see Deimling (1985)). Suppose we are interested in finding the
7critical points of 9 on the set M , then (potentially) we can do this by the analogous 
method of finding extremal values and looking at the values
u = inf sup cp(x)
T  S e J  x g S
where 7  is an appropriate family of subsets of M , and the critical points are where 
these values are attained.
The Rayleigh quotient also has the interesting and sometimes useful property that a 
vector may be a very poor approximation to an eigenvector, yet still have a Rayleigh 
quotient which is very close to an eigenvalue ( that is, it is a many-to-one functional). As 
an extreme example, consider three eigenvalues \ \  , \ 2 , and A,3 with corresponding 
eigenvectors ux, u2 , and u3 . Then, because p is continuous there exists a xe [0,1] 
for which X2 = p (x ui + (1-x) u3 ); but of course [ x Uj + (1-x) u3 ] ± u2 .
7.2.2 The residual and perturbations
In the above Taylor’s series expansion, the vector Vp(x) gives us an orthogonal 
decomposition of Ax which will be of use in the sequel. If instead of Vp(x) we 
consider the vector r(x) = [A -  p(x)] x / llxll , known as the residual, we get a means of 
measuring the accuracy of an approximate eigenvector by how small llr(x)ll is. The term 
residual is also applied to llr(x)ll , which from now on will be denoted by e(x) .
Using the residual as a measure of how good an approximate eigenvector is, is entirely 
analogous with the situation in finding the solution to the linear equation Au = b , where 
IIAx-bll measures how well x approximates the exact solution. However one point to 
note is that in the linear equation case an ill-conditioned system means II Ax -  bll is less 
reliable whereas this does not seem to be so in the eigenproblem case. In fact we have
(A -  rxT)x = px and (A -  rxT -  xrT)x = px ,
where llxll = 1 , r = r(x) , and llrxTll = llrxT -  xrTll = llrll . This says more than is
8apparent at first s ight; by the Hoffman-Wielandt inequality for two matrices A and B ,
max I Xj(A) -  Xi(B) I < IIA-BII ,
where the ?q(X) are the eigenvalues of X in increasing order, all the corresponding 
eigenvalues of A and A -  rxT -  xrT are within llrll of each other. Related to this is the 
fact that there is at least one eigenvalue in the interval [p(x) -  llr(x)ll , p(x) + llr(x)ll].
The residual r(p, x) = (A -  p)x / llxll of the pair (p, x) satisfies
(A -  r(p, x)xT)x = px
and llr(p, x)xTll = llr(p, x)ll , where 11x11 = 1. But for a given x , p(x) minimizes 
llr(p, x)ll over p , that is ll(A — p(x))xll < II(A -  p)xll for all p . This minimizing 
principle is used in the following result which characterizes the smallest perturbation of an 
operator that has x as an eigenvector.
If x is an eigenvector of a perturbed operator A+E then IIEII > llr(x)ll. Just note 
(A+E)x = px for some p therefore
IIEII > IlExll /  llxll = II Ax — pxll /  llxll > IIAx — p(x)xll /  llxll = llr(x)ll .
If as well as x we specify the corresponding eigenvalue of the perturbed operator 
then a similar result holds:
If (p, x) is an eigenpair of the perturbed operator A+E then IIEII > llr(p, x)ll. 
As before (A+E)x = px , therefore
IIEII > IlExll /  llxll = HAx -  pxll /  llxll = l!r(p,x)ll .
91.2.3 An alternative motivation of the Rayleigh quotient and residual
For a self-adjoint operator A and fixed vector x , we will look at the zeros of 
xT(|i -  A)mx , considered to be the polynomial,
^ (p )  = pmllxll2 -  rnpm_1 xL\x + ... + (- l)mxTAmx . (1.2.1)
Clearly p(x) is the zero of . But what about the zeros of jcm ? First we 
observe
(d/dp) 7Tm+1(p) = (m+l)7cm(p) ,
that is, the zeros of 7rm are the critical points of 7tm+1 , and by the Gauss-Lucas theorem 
(see Marden (1966)) the critical points of a polynomial are contained in the convex hull of 
the zeros of that polynomial. So in particular, the convex hull of the zeros of 7rm+1 
contains the zeros of ^  .
Surprisingly, the zeros of n2 are p(x)±re(x) . Just solve the quadratic equation. 
We must be careful to distinguish between n2 and II (p -  A)xll2 . The former is a 
polynomial with real coefficients (at least when A is self-adjoint) and makes sense for 
complex p /whereas the latter does not have any zeros, unless x is an eigenvector.
1.2.4 Mean of the zeros of
Perhaps the (real part of) the average of the roots of nm is an approximation to an 
eigenvalue. Indeed this is the case, but not quite what one might expect.
Letting the roots of 7tm be pls ..., pm , the coefficient of pm_1 in is 
-llxlPZpi (by expanding llxll2ri(p -  pj)),whereas from (1.2.1) the coefficient of pm_1 
is given by -mllxll2p(x) , thus the average of the roots is just the Rayleigh quotient p(x).
1.2.5 Using the zeros of rc3 to approximate an eigenvalue
Even with the above result, we may be able to use the roots of 7^ in some way to give an 
approximate eigenvalue, and an error. This has already been borne out in the case of n2 .
10
To start with we turn our attention to rc3 . The zeros of tt3 are the zeros of
fj3 -  3p|i2 + 3|illAxll2 / llxll2 -  xTA3x / llxll2 , 
where p = p(x) . Use the substitution (i = v + p to give
0 = v3 + 3e2v — y ,
where y = 2p(p2 + IIAxil2 /  llxll2) -  (p -  p) IIAxil2 / llxll2 and p = p(Ax) . Now we 
need x and r| such that
x — T| = y , xt| = e6 , 
which gives the roots as x1/3 -  t| 1/3 .
Solving for rj gives
h = % [ -7 ±  (Y2 + 4e6)1/2 ] ,
and
x = % [ y± (y2 + 4e6)1/2 ] .
Since e is very small the roots can be approximated by p -  y1/3 , or p -  (y+2e6/y)1/3 • 
In fact y = xT(A -  p)3x / llxll2 , which can be seen most easily by the substitution 
used above, namely p = p + v . We can now write 7c3(p) in terms o f v :
xT(v -  (A -  p))3x = llxll2 [ v3 — 3v2xT(A — p)x /  llxll2
+ 3vxT(A -  p)2x /  llxll2 -  xT(A -  p)3x / llxll2 ]
= llxll2 [v3 + 3e2v - x T( A - p ) 3x / l lx l l2] .
This is the same form as above, and so y = xT(A -  p)3x / llxll2 .
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1.2.6 The Rayleigh quotient in variational eigenvalue problems
Just as the smallest eigenvalue of a linear operator is characterized as the minimum of the 
Rayleigh quotient, so too is the smallest (non-zero) eigenvalue of the variational eigenvalue 
problem associated with a convex cone in a real Hilbert space, and bilinear operators 
a  and ß ,
X * 0, u e ^  : ct(u, v -  u) > ß(u, v -  u) V v e ^  . (1.2.2)
Furthermore, a  is continuous, symmetric, and coercive, while ß is compact, 
symmetric and positive definite. Such problems arise in problems of plate buckling (see 
Naumann and Wenk (1976) and Huy and Werner (1985-86)).
In case ‘K  is the whole space, (1.2.2) becomes the variational eigenvalue equality 
a(u, v) = ß(u, v) for all v .
The smallest eigenvalue of problem (1.2.2) is min { a(x, x) /  ß(x, x) : x e ](\ {0} } 
where a  / ß plays the role of the Rayleigh quotient (Naumann and Wenk (1976)).
1 .3  N atural and inverse iteration
One basic approach to the eigenproblem is to rearrange the eigenvalue equation (either the 
generic form Au = \u  , or its explicit differential (or integral) equation structure), possibly 
neglecting small terms, to derive an iterative scheme in much the same way as, say, 
Newton’s method is derived for the solution of non-linear equations. A simple example is 
the power method when applied to a positive definite operator A with largest eigenvalue 
Xl and corresponding eigenvector Uj. By rearranging Au = Xu to u = Au / X , and 
adding the normalizing condition Hull = 1, we obtain the power method,
Xn+1 = A x n / IIAxJ , n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .
Provided the initial vector is not orthogonal to Ui , the vectors xn will be succesively
12
better approximations to ^  (Parlett (1980)). Implicitly, this uses IIAxnll as the 
approximation to the eigenvalue.
Such iterations, unlike non-iterative methods, require an initial approximation. 
However, an advantage is that the eigenvalue problem itself is used to derive the iteration.
1.3.1 One natural iteration
In the example of the power method the refinement is continued until xn is sufficiently 
close to u i t which provides an interesting contrast to what happens when the iteration is 
applied only once. Although the power method converges to Uj there are certain 
situations when only one iteration yields a better approximation to an eigenvector other than 
. Indeed we can characterize this explicitly in terms of the (acute) angle Z(x,y) 
between two vectors given by cos Z(x,y) = I (x / llxll , y / llyll) I .
If (X, u) is an eigenpair of a self-adjoint operator A , then
IXI > IIAxil / llxll iff Z(Ax, u) < Z(x, u ) .
With llxll = 1 and Hull = 1 , this characterisation follows from
cos Z(Ax, u) = l(Ax, u)l / IIAxil = l(x, Au)l / IIAxil = IXI cos Z(x, u) / IIAxil .
In the case of non-self-adjoint operators, the analogous (single) iteration is A*x , since 
from the above we see that if (X, u) is an eigenpair of an operator A , then
IAJ > IIA*xll / llxll iff Z(A*x, u) < Z(x, u ) .
Thus the effect of a single step of the power method is to move the approximation closer to 
at least one eigenvector, and possibly more.
This last result on iterating by the adjoint is central to the duality between the QR 
algorithm and inverse iteration, discussed in Section 1.4.10 .
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1.3.2 Sloan s iteration
As a practical application of the single step iteration, Sloan (1976) showed that if {Pn} is 
a sequence of projections converging to I , and PnAxn = pniXn where p^ is the i1*1 
largest eigenvalue of PnA , then the sequence of iterated vectors {Axn/ (Axn, xn)} is 
superconvergent, that is, the error in Axn/ (Axn, xn) is smaller than in xn .
Sloan’s iteration poses an interesting problem regarding the eigenvalue approximation. 
When x is a Galerkin eigenvector corresponding to an orthogonal projection P , and 
self-adjoint operator A , that is, PAx = gx , Px = x , then the corresponding 
approximate eigenvalue g is simply the Rayleigh quotient p(x) . However, the Sloan 
iterate, xs = Ax/p. , satisfies APxs = gxs , Pxs = x , and has the same approximate 
eigenvalue g = p(x) as the Galerkin approximation. The question now is, which is the 
better approximation p(x) or p(xs) ? So far this remains unresolved, but there is a 
partial solution which is applicable to all vectors, not just Galerkin approximations.
Applying a natural iteration is not a sound strategy in all cases because of the way it 
moves a vector towards some eigenvectors, and away from the others, as shown in the 
previous section.
The idea of a Sloan iteration also occurs in Rayleigh-Schrödinger type iterations in 
Chapter 3 .
1.3.3 Right shift of Rayleigh quotient
As usual, simplify by letting llxll = 1 , then p(x) can be expressed in terms of eigenpairs 
as p(x) = X Xj (x, Uj)2 . Now split p(x) -  IIAxil = X (A.j — IIAxil) l(x, upl2 into the sum
p(x) -  II Axil = X (Xj -  IIAxil) l(x, Uj)l2
= X+ (Xj -  IIAxil) l(x, Uj)l2 + X_ (Xj -  IIAxil) l(x, Uj)l2
where X + and X_ are the sums over eigenvalues Xj > IIAxII and Xj < II AxII 
respectively. We then have
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£ + (Aj -  IIAxil) l(x, Uj)l2 -  £_ (IIAxil -  Aj) l(x, Uj)l2 
< £ + (Aj -  IIAxil) l(x, Uj)l2 Aj2 / IIAxil2 -  £_ (II Axil -  Aj) l(x, Uj)l2 Aj2 / IIAxil2 
= £  (Aj -  IIAxil) l(x, Uj)I2 Aj2 / II Axil2 
= p(Ax) -  II Axil
which shows that for a positive operator A
p(Ax) > p(x) for all x .
In Section 2.5 we will see another proof which is motivated by functional 
minimization.
More particularly, is lp(Ax)l > lp(x)l ? The answer in general is no.
1.3.4 Unscrambling by one natural iteration
For positive operators we are led to asking by how much is p(Ax) larger than p(x) , 
and does p(Axk) ‘jump’ over Ak , or is it in any way bounded ? An instructive example 
which answers some of these questions is the following.
Let A = diag(10, 3, 2, 1) , and P the projection onto span{xl5 x2} , where Xj 
and x2 are the Galerkin eigenvectors: we then have (approximately)
Xl = (0, .948, .316, 0)T 
P(x0 = 2.9
Axj = (0, 2.844, .632, 0)T
p(AXi)
x2 = (.483, 0, 0, .876)T
p(x2) =
Ax2 = (4.83, 0, 0, .876)T
= 2.95
p(Ax2) = 9.71
Now while the Galerkin eigenpairs are ostensibly approximating the corresponding exact 
eigenpairs, they are in fact scrambled, which the natural iteration corrected. This 
‘unscrambling’ is potentially more important as an aid to improving an approximation as
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just an eigenpair, rather than as an approximation to a particular eigenpair. Notice also that 
p(Ax2) has jumped far beyond the second eigenvalue 3 .
1.3.5 Bounding the Rayleigh quotient o f a natural iterate
Consider the Galerkin eigenvalues obtained from the space spanned by {x, r} , where r 
is the residual r(x) , and llxll = 1 . The corresponding Gram matrix is
(Ax, x) (A x ,r /  llrll) poo llrll “
( A t / llrll, x) (At /  llrll, r / llrll) _ llrll P(r)_
which has eigenvalues
1
2 p(x) + p(r) ± J  (p(x) -  p(r))2 + 4 llrll2
This, together with the fact that p(Ax) < gives
I p(Ax) -p(x) I < max { p(r(x)), llr(x)ll } .
This bound can be refined slightly, but essentially shows that the size of the residual is not 
necessarily a good guide to what happens with a natural iterate (compare this with the 
preceding example), and indeed is not necessarily the best measure of how accurate an 
approximation is.
1.3.6 Inverse iteration
A commonly occuring feature of many methods is inverse iteration with shift. By now its 
failure to solve ill-conditioned linear equations compared with its success in solving 
eigenproblems is part of folk lore, never the less bears repeating here. The solution of the 
system of equations (A -  p)x = b , with arbitrary A , is given by
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where and Vj are the right and left eigenvectors respectively, and normalized so that 
(ui5 vj) = 5y . Clearly if p is close to one of the eigenvalues, Xj say, then the system is 
ill-conditioned. However, a little error analysis shows us that the computational error in 
such a solution is almost entirely in the direction of the eigenvector Uj , and so inverse 
iteration is ideal for solving for eigenvectors where we use b as an initial approximation 
to an eigenvector (Wilkinson (1965) and Osborne (1978)). Of course we now have the 
question of how p should be chosen, so we appeal to the earlier discussion of the 
Rayleigh quotient, and conclude that the best choice is in fact p = p(b) , at least in the 
absence of any other information.
We can turn inverse iteration into an iterative procedure simply by repeated 
applications, that is starting from x0 and computing the sequence given by
xn+l =  (A - CTn ) ' l x n .
In this scheme the shifts an can be constant or not. If the shifts are constant, an= p , 
then (1.3.1) shows that the vectors xn converge to the eigenvector u whose 
corresponding eigenvalue is the one closest to p (provided that (u, x0) * 0 ) .
More interesting than having constant shifts is changing an at each step. However, 
in all except a couple of specific cases, it is not known, nor indeed has it been examined 
what happens in this iteration. The cases for which convergence results have been obtained 
are when an = p(xn) , and variations on this which are examined in Chapter 2.
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1.3.7 Another interpretation o f inverse iteration
Let (p0 , x0) be an approximate eigenpair of a self-adjoint operator A , with pq real 
(since A is self-adjoint), and llx0ll = 1 . Let r0 = (A-m))xo and A0 = A-roX0* so 
that AqXq = pqXq . Now consider x0 , the eigenvector of A* corresponding to p<) ,
Then
that is,
Aqx0 = Pox0 , x0*x0 = 1 .
p0x 0 = (A -  Xor0*)x0
= Ax0 -  x0 (x0, r0)
(A-po)xo = x0 (x0,r0) .
In other words, inverse iteration with shift p0 is the same as finding the eigenvector 
corresponding to po of the perturbed adjoint (A -  r0xo*)* .
1.3.8 Inverse iteration and Newton’s method
Finding eigenvectors by Newton’s method has not been discussed all that widely, and is 
most often relegated to an aside or an exercise with nothing more said. Happily, though, 
there are excellent treatments in Anselone and Rail (1968), Albasiny (1976), Osborne 
(1978), Peters and Wilkinson (1979), Yamamoto (1980, 1982), Santos (1988), and Tapia 
and Whitley (1988). Although there are variations in emphasis in these papers, the main 
idea pursued is that Newton’s method and inverse iteration are intimately connected.
Most iterative methods are concerned with iterating directly on the approximation, but 
a novel scheme which effectively iterates on the error points up this link between inverse 
iteration (with shift) and Newton’s method. We start by following Albasiny (1976).
Let (p, x) be an approximate eigenpair with error (8, h) , which satisfies
A(x + h) = (p + 5)(x + h) .
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Introducing the constraint lix + hll = 1 , and ignoring second order terms results in
A(x + h) -  p(x + h) = Sx , (x, h) = 0 .
Now let xN = x + h , so that (A -  p)xN = 5x , which is the same as inverse iteration with 
shift (A -  n)xj = xx except for the different scaling llxjl^ = 1 . However, if instead of 
the 2-norm, we use the max-norm and have the constraint llxll  ^= 1 , which we may as 
well take to be the first component of x (that is, (x, ej) = 1 ) then the two methods 
coincide:
Newton (A -p)xN = 5x , (h, e^ = 0 that is (xN, c {) = 1
Inverse iteration ( A - p ^  = xx , (xI} e^  = 1
And the new approximate eigenvalue is p + 8 .
The scheme introduced by Dongarra et al (1983), uses this to solve the matrix 
eigenproblem by noting that the problem
(A -  p)h -  5x = -  (A -  p)x = -  r , llxIL = 1  , (h, e^  = 0 ,
can be reformulated to yield 5 and h at the same time. The constraint (h, e^  = 0
means h = (0, C2> ••• > Cn)T • All that needs to be done now is solve
[x lA (l](-8 ,C 2,...,C n)T = _ r ,
where A^ is the n x n-1 matrix of the last n-1 columns of A -  p. .
To put this method in context, we observe that the zeros of the function (A -  p)x are 
the eigenpairs of A , though without constraint on the size of the vector. To ensure that 
the vector component of a solution is unique, an appropriate normalizing condition t\ is 
introduced.
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The method of Dongarra et al is Newton’s method applied to f : Rn+1 Rn+1 ,
f(x, p)
(A -  p)x 
p(x, p)
but with a very clever implementation which takes advantage of the scaling functional 
Tpx, p) = e^x  -  1
The choice of r| is quite delicate, since even seemingly unimportant differences can 
cause quite unexpected and surprising results. Ignoring the choice of t\ for the moment, 
we see that one Newton’s step applied to f yields the increment (h, 6) given by
0 = f(x, p) + f'(x, p)
1
> 1 A -p  -x Y
- _ *n(x, p)
+
’ll  Tin
where t|x = 9t| / 3x and = dr\ / 9p . The resultant increments are given by
h = - x  + 5(A -p)-1x 
g _
Til (A -  nfSc + Hn
so that one Newton step is the same as one step of inverse iteration with shift p , at least 
as far as the vector is concerned.
Peters and Wilkinson (1979) discuss this connection, but for simplicity they also take 
the normalizing term to be ti(x) = xTe -  1 , where e is one of the standard basis vectors. 
The argument for this particular choice is that while llxll2 -  1 is in some sense more 
natural, the choice of the max-norm has the advantage that it is linear in x , so will be
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satisfied by all the vector iterates. Having chosen the max-norm, a further simplification 
can be made by assuming that one particular component of the vector is always going to be 
the largest, so the final choice is r|(x) = xTe -  1 . They go on to show that because it is 
Newton’s method, it is quadratically convergent. The reason that cubic convergence is not 
achieved, is that the method does not recover the Rayleigh quotient as the new scalar.
1.3.9 Newton s method and minimizing afunctional
Although the papers which discuss Newton’s method and inverse iteration do not mention 
it, the choice of
f(x, p)
(A -  p)x 
p(x, p)
arises in a natural way other than the obvious. We know from previous discussion, that 
eigenvectors are the critical points of the Rayleigh quotient, that is Vp(u) = 0 at 
eigenvectors u . If we were to look for minima of p subject to n(x) = 0 , then one 
approach would be Lagrange multipliers. Applying this to v(x) = (Ax, x) we get the 
functional
and
cp(x, a) = v(x) -  ori(x)
Vcp(x, a)
Ax -  *4 a  Vp (x) 
l^(x)
Thus, when t|(x) = llxll2 -  1 we have recovered Newton’s method with f = V(p. In 
other words, Newtons’s method, and hence inverse iteration,when applied to
(A -  p)x
TI(X, p)f(x, V)
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is explicitly connected with determining minima of v subject to r|(x) = 0.
1.3.10 Projected Newton s method
Tapia and Whitley (1989) show that, with only a slight modification, Newton’s method for 
the eigenproblem can be improved to yield order 1+^2 convergence; a very surprising 
result.
They achieve this by using t|(x) = \  (IIxll |  -  1) and considering the projected 
Newton’s method
0 f (Xn.Mn) +  f ' ( V ^ )
*n+l (*n ^n) /  hnll 
Mn +1 — tin •
The unexpected outcome of this is that both  the sequences {xn} and (m J 
converge with order 1+V2 , as opposed to the quadratic convergence of {(xn, qn)} 
when ri(x) = xTe -  1 . The improved rate of convergence appears to stem from the 
normalization at each step, and it is clear from the equation defining 5n that there is no 
choice for q in the definition of f that will result in a RQI like iteration when no 
normalization is introduced. This is because llxn+hnll = 1 necessitates 5n = II (A -  jan)_1xnll 
while at the same time 8n = p(xn+hn) -  m  is required. The only way RQI could be 
recovered is with a projection method.
1.3.11 Nondifferentiable scaling functional
So far we have assumed that the scaling functional r| is (Gateaux-) differentiable, 
however this need not be the case. Provided that ti(x) is convex and satisfies certain 
conditions which make it look like a norm, any subgradient of q at xn can be used
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instead of "nx(xn) . Santos (1988) has developed this idea, and has shown that the 
convergence is local and superlinear.
The advantage of using subgradients in Newton’s method stems from the same point 
that Tapia and Whitley depart from, namely the use of the sup norm ll-lloo . Peters and 
Wilkinson (1979) do not actually use this norm, rather, they argue that since one can not 
determine which component of the vector iterates is going to the largest before the iteration 
starts, this is left until the iteration has stabilised, and then the scaling functional 
T|(x) = eTx -1 can be used. It is only after this stabilisation has occured that the method 
coincides with using II • lloo .
Now II • lloo is not differentiable, but it is convex (and satisfies the extra condition), 
and so has subgradients. It is these subgradients that are used in place of the gradient.
1.4 Standard methods -  tried and trusted
In this section, we will review some of the common methods used to solve eigenvalue 
problems numerically. Two of the most usual subspace methods are the Lanczos algorithm 
and Galerkin’s method. However, since we have already touched on Galerkin’s method in 
previous sections, only the Lanczos algorithm will be dealt with in Sections 1.4.1 and 
1.4.2. Section 1.4.3 concludes the discussion of subspace methods with a slightly 
non-standard approach for obtaining an approximation from a subspace. This approach 
yields Sloan’s iteration in a natural manner.
Sections 1.4.4 to 1.4.10 are devoted to methods based on matrix factorizations. Here, 
the QR algorithm takes pride of place not only because it is the method for small dense 
matrices, but also because of its close connection with natural and Rayleigh quotient 
iteration, and because it is the link between discrete and continuous methods to be 
examined in Chapter 4.
Although the recent and promising divide and conquer algorithm (see Cuppen (1981), 
Arbenz and Golub (1988), and Gill and Tadmor (1988)), can be regarded as an iterative 
method, it lies outside the spirit of this thesis, and so will not be discussed. The basic idea,
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however, is that a symmetric tridiagonal matrix can be expressed as a rank 1 perturbation of 
another symmetric, tridiagonal matrix which has an off diagonal zero entry, and so the 
problem can be reduced to two smaller, lower dimensional problems. This dividing 
continues until the original problem is split into several smaller problems of manageable 
size.
1.4.1 TheLanczos algorithm
As Parlett (1980) succinctly points out, the Lanczos method is just Galerkin’s method 
applied to the Krylov subspace spanned by {x, Ax, ... , An_1x} . Anderssen (1986) 
shows how the Lanczos algorithm is intimately bound with the Rayleigh quotient, and we 
base the discussion here on this paper.
There are many ways of interpreting what the Lanczos algorithm does, but the one 
presented here is based on the generation of orthogonal bases for the Krylov subspaces 
= span{x, A x,..., Am_1x} where x is a given vector. This has similarities with the 
interpretation of the QR algorithm as sophisticated subspace iteration.
If Pm is the orthogonal projection onto then the matrix Tm = PmA will be
tridiagonal with coefficients arising from the generation of the vectors x1? ... , xm . 
Clearly, 30 -  R n , and so Pn = I . However, it is not obvious that the bases and the 
matrices Tm rely only on a three term recurrence relation, which in fact is the algorithm. 
Starting from the vector x0 = x (with x_i = 0 , ß0 = 0) the algorithm runs as follows:
xm+l — Axm — — ßm-lAm-1
C^m — (Axm, xm) ! »
ßm-1 — (Axm» Xjn-i) /
Two points are in order here. The first is that apart from being mutually orthogonal, the 
vectors also satisfy (Axm, Xj) = 0 for j = 0, ... , m-2 , which results in the matrices 
Tm being tridiagonal. The second point is that the choice of the coefficients 
&m = (Axm, Xm) / llxml|2 , ßm_j — (Axm, Xm_j) / llxm.^ ll , Yq, ... , Ym-2 — ®
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minimizes II A xm -  a mxm -  ^ mAx mA -  Ym-2x m - 2 --------YoxoH » and in fact this
minimization is the original motivation for the choice of the vectors xj .
We can either continue the process until we have Tn , or stop short at the mlh step 
and use Tm as an approximation to A . In either case we have a tridiagonal matrix 
whose eigenvalues and eigenvectors are easy to determine, say by the QL algorithm.
1A  .2 All the residuals in the Lanczos algorithm are parallel
Galerkin’s method generates vectors in a subspace whose residuals are orthogonal to the 
whole subspace. In fact these are the only such vectors (up to scalar multiple) in the 
subspace, and historical was the motivation behind the method.
A nice fact concerning the residuals of the vectors obtained in the Lanczos algorithm is 
that not only are they all orthogonal to the subspace, but they are all parallel. This does not 
appear to have been noticed in the literature. As a consequence, we can deduce that all the 
Lanczos eigenpairs are exact eigenpairs of a rank 1 perturbation of the original matrix.
Let x be a unit Lanczos vector in ^ -1 , then clearly r(x) = Ax -  p(x)x e . 
But r(x) j_ Q<™-1 , and 7 ^  -  is at most one dimensional. Thus all the residuals
associated with the (unit) Lanczos vectors xk are parallel and can be written as
rk = r<xk) = ekr •
for a unit vector r .
Now the rank 1 matrix
E = £  rkxkT = r E  £kxkT ,
clearly satisfies
(A -E )x k = p(xk)xk ,
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for every Lanczos vector xk . As for the size of E , it is not hard to see
IIEII2 = Xek2 .
Actually, we can say more about the residuals of a rank 1 perturbation of a matrix. Let A0 
= A -  abT , and AqX0 = pqx0 , then (UqX0 = Ax0 -  abTx0 , or
a bTx0 = ( A - ^ xq ,
which shows us that the residual (A -  fi€)x0 is parallel to a . We can conclude then, 
that all the residuals of eigenvectors of a rank 1 perturbation of a matrix are parallel.
1.4.3 Projection-approximation - another way to get Sloan’s iteration 
The best approximation to an eigenvector u from the subspace X' = PX , where P is 
an (orthogonal) projection, is Pu . Thus we are motivated to approximate the eigenvalue 
equation Au = Xu by neglecting small terms in
APu + A(I-P)u = pPu + p(I-P)u + 8Pu + 8(I-P)u ,
where \i is an approximation to an eigenvalue, and 8 is the error. In particular if 
(i = p(Pu), then 8 = p(u) -  p(Pu) = 0(11(1—P)ull2) , so we start from
APu + A(I-P)u = p(Pu) Pu + p(Pu) (I-P)u
+ [p(u) -  p(Pu)] Pu + [p(u) -  p(Pu)](I-P)u
By neglecting various terms, we recover several different approximation schemes based on 
finding approximate solutions x and x such that Px = x . Often the resulting 
equation does not have a solution if we demand p(x) appear, but if we let this become a
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free variable a say then the solution will exist. Presumably a will in some sense be a 
new approximate eigenvalue.
In all the following cases we will ignore [p(u) -  p(Pu)] (I-P)u since it is a third 
order term.
1) Ignore A(I-P)u .
Find x , x : Ax = p(x)x + [p(x) -  p(x)] x , Px = x .
i.e. [A -  (p(x) -  p(x))] x = p(x) x
This does not appear to have a solution unless p(x) is replaced by a = p(x) in which 
case we have Sloan’s iteration based on a Galerkin eigenvector.
2) Ignore [p(u) -  p(Pu)] Pu .
Find x , x : Ax = p(x) x , Px = x .
3) Ignore A(I-P)u and [p(u) -  p(Pu)] Pu .
Find x , x : Ax = p(x) x , Px = x .
This is Sloan’s iteration, and rather suggests that Sloan’s iteration is a natural consequence 
of the type of approximation, and that it really should only be used with a Galerkin 
eigenvector.
4) Ignore only the third order term [p(u) -  p(Pu)] (I-P)u .
Find x ,x  : Ax = p(x) x + (p(x)-p(x))x , Px = x . (1-4.1)
In this form there is no solution, but of course replacing p(x) by a free variable a and 
solving
Ax = p(x) x + (ct -  p(x)) x , Px = x ,
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gives Rayleigh quotient iteration, and an interesting value for a  ;
a  = (1 + ll(I-P)xll2) p(x) -  ( (I-P)x , (I-P)A(I-P)x ) 
= (1 + llx -  xll2) p(x) — ( x - x , A(x -  x ) ) ,
where (A -  p(x)) x = ax , llxll = (x,x) = 1 , and a = p(x) + a  .
Strictly speaking, for any of the above to make any sense, we really need P to be the 
projection xx* onto the one-dimensional subspace spanned by x . What this means is 
that given a vector x the best (only ?) thing to do is Rayleigh quotient iteration, especially 
in the absence of any other information.
Rewriting (1.4.1) as
we see (intuitively) that p(x) -  a must be at least a third order term since Rayleigh 
quotient iteration is cubically convergent (see Chapter 2), and we have already neglected the 
third order term [p(u) -  p(Pu)] (I-P)u to get the approximate eigenvalue equation 
(1.4.1).
If we take P to be more general, then the constraint Px =x means we can not 
necessarily solve (1.4.1), even if we make p(x) into a free variable a  and consider
[A -  p(x)] x = (a -  p(x)) x + (p(x) -  a) x , (x, x) = 1
[A -  p(x)] x = (a -  p(x)) x , Px =x (1*4.1')
The nearest we can come is to try to solve
_min
x e  Px , x g X:Px = x
Z ((A -p (x ))  x, x) (1*4.2)
This does not look promising computationally, but it suggests that if PX has small
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dimension, then we might replace X in (1.4.2) by a subspace X" c P X  (which may 
have dimension only slightly larger)
_v _min Z ((A -  p(x)) x, x) (1.4.2’)
For a given x we can construct the projection P so that (1.4.1') does have a solution. 
For example, if we take y _L span{x , (A-p(x))*1x } then P = xx* + yy* does the trick.
5) Ignore A(I -P)u and p(Pu) (I -P)u .
Find x , x : Ax = p(x) x + (p(x) -  p(x)) x
= p(x) x , Px = x .
6) Ignore A(I -P)u , p(Pu) (I -P)u , and [p(u) -  p(Pu)] Pu .
Find x , x : Ax = p(x) x
7) Ignore p(Pu) (I -P)u .
Find x ,.x : Ax = p(x) x + (p(x) -  p(x)) x 
= p(x) x , Px = x .
Inverse iteration analogous to Sloan’s iteration.
8) Ignore p(Pu) (I -P)u and [p(u) -  p(Pu)] Pu .
Find x , x : Ax = p(x) x , Px = x .
Inverse iteration again.
Schemes (2), (5), and (6) just recover the eigenvalue problem, while (1) and (4) do 
not have solutions, though they may be used as a beginning for another method. More
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interesting are schemes (7) and (8) which are the inverse iteration analogues to Sloan’s 
natural iteration. Again p(x) must be replaced by a free variable a . In these cases x 
is the Galerkin eigenvector corresponding to A-1 , that is, PA-1x = <rx etc.
For Sloan’s iteration (3) (and its variant (1)), we see that x being a Galerkin 
eigenvector is a consequence of the approximation of the eigenvalue equation.
The above approach is related in form only to the iteration on the error presented in 
Symm and Wilkinson (1980). Their method is essentially Newton’s method with a 
particular scaling condition as in Section 1.3.8, so that given an x we need to determine 
an x , whereas in the above analysis both x and x are to be found simultaneously. It 
just happens that, for at least one case, x is such that it satisfies certain other conditions 
so that it can be found independently.
1.4.4 Factorization methods - Lie groups and algebras
In the following sections we anticipate some of the ideas that will reoccur later in Chapter 4 
in the context of isospectral flows.
Matrix factorizations like QR, LU, Cholesky lie at the heart of many eigenvalue 
evaluation methods, and are simply concrete manifestations of Lie group and algebra 
decompositions. We will pay particular attention to the QR algorithm here because it has an 
appealing interpretation as a sophisticated power method (Watkins (1982)) and because it is 
germane in the discussion of isospectral flows based on matrix factorizations. More details 
are given in Chapter 4.
Briefly, a Lie algebra ft , with underlying Lie group fH , can be decomposed into 
the direct sum of two Lie subalgebras h = /©  g in various ways, with a corresponding 
decomposition of the group M = JQ . Under the appropriate conditions on J  and Q 
this translates into any element A s ^  in a neighbourhood of the identity having a 
factorization A = FG , where F e and G e q are uniquely determined.
For example, the QR factorization arises from the Iwasawa decomposition of ft = 
Gl(n, F) with underlying Lie group OL- Sl(n, F) . In this case, T  is the group of 
unitary matrices, and Q is the group of upper triangular matrices with positive diagonal.
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The matrix factorization algorithms are based on these decompositions : the generic 
method being,
Ak = FkGk , Fk e y  and G e g ,
Ak+i = G kFk .
Hopefully the matrices Ak converge in some nice, useful way.
1A .5 The QR algorithm
The QR algorithm is important because it is generally regarded as the way of determining 
all the eigenelements of (not too large) full matrices. In particular, it has two standard 
variations which have similar convergence properties to RQI, that is (almost) global 
convergence, and cubic convergence. Recently, however, Jiang and Zhang (1985) showed 
that a combination of these two variations yields a method that always converges, and the 
convergence is cubic. Also, Jiang (1988) has recast this in terms of inverse iteration.
Starting from a symmetric matrix A and setting A0 = A the QR algorithm with 
shift is given by :
— Q n ^ n
An+i = Q„TAnQ„
= RnQn + ^n
where Qn is orthogonal, and Rn is upper triangular triangular. Such a product always 
exists, and moreover, if An is nonsingular then it is unique if we further specify R  ^ to 
have positive diagonal elements. If Rn is replaced by a lower triangular matrix Ln, the 
iteration is the QL algorithm, and the two variants are equivalent.
The sequence {An} then converges to a diagonal matrix which has the same 
eigenvalues as A as a result of the orthogonal transformations involved in the algorithm.
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1.4.6 QL with Rayleigh quotient shift and the link with RQI
The idea with the shifts on at each step is to choose them as close as possible to an 
eigenvalue, thereby making An -  an nearly singular. From what we already know about 
the Rayleigh quotient, it is sensible to try to use it somehow. In fact this can be done and 
provides a link between the QL algorithm and RQI.
Start RQI from the vector x0 = (1 ,0 , , 0)T and denote the succeeding Rayleigh
quotients by pn . If the shifts in the QL algorithm are taken to be the (1,1) element of 
the matrix An , that is an = (An)n , then an = pn (Theorem 8-7-2 of Parlett (1980)). 
This variant is known as QL algorithm with Rayleigh shifts. It is known that with this 
shifting strategy convergence is cubic when it happens. With the recent work of Batterson 
and Smillie (1989a,b,c) showing that RQI does not necessarily converge for a nonnormal 
matrix, it is evident that QR with Rayleigh shifts is not (almost) globally convergent for all 
matrices.
1.4.7 QL with Wilkinson's shift
The Rayleigh shift above is just the eigenvalue of the first 1X1 sub-matrix of An . 
However another shift that can be used, when A is tridiagonal, is the eigenvalue of the 
first 2x2 sub-matrix of An closest to (An)u  . This is known as Wilkinson’s shift, 
and can be extended to matrices which are not tridiagonal (Parlett (1980) Section 8-10) . 
Using this shift has the advantage that convergence is guaranteed. Although it has been 
observed that convergence is cubic no proof of this has yet been given.
Wilkinson’s shift has a couple of features which are glossed over in discussions of the 
QL algorithm, in particular the way it is calculated. The first feature relates to the shift 
when the matrix is not tridiagonal. To motivate this we look at what the shift is when A 
is tridiagonal. Denote the first 2X2 submatrix of An by
a (n )
u i
(n )
P i
(n )
P ,
a (n )
u 2
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Letting tin) = (A  ^-  a i^ )ei it is easy to verify that the coefficients satisfy
a i(n) = p(An, eQ , 
ßj(n) =  Ilrin )|| , 
a2(n> = p(An, r<n>) .
Using the normalised residual s ^  = rin) / llrin)|| we see that llrin)|| = (Ae1} s(n) ) , since 
ex _L rin) , and also a2^  = (Astiti, s(n)) . So
But span{el5 A ^ }  = span{el5 s^ h} which is a Krylov subspace, thus Wilkinson’s shift 
is just one of the Galerkin eigenvalues corresponding to the two dimensional Krylov 
subspace generated by An and . This characterisation is usually glossed over, but is 
implicit in the Lanczos method which can be used to tridiagonalize the matrix before 
starting the QL algorithm.
For a matrix which is not symmetric tridiagonal, Wilkinson’s shift is exactly the same 
as that given by the eigenvalue of A2(n) above.
The other point which is neglected in discussions of the shifted QL algorithm is the 
way in which is calculated. The eigenvalues of the matrix
a P
P l “ 2
are given by
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where 5 = (ot2 -  oq) /  2 and the closest one to oq is
\  5 — sign(8) +  ) (1.4.3)
which can also be written as
sign(5)
a 1---------- /
la + ^ s ^
(1.4.4)
The expression for oq in (1.4.4) has the numerical advantage over (1.4.3) in that it 
may have up to twice the accuracy (Parlett (1980)).
But what is interesting is that the formula o f (1.4.4) is exactly that o f Laguerre’s 
iteration for finding the roots o f a polynomial. For a polynomial % of degree n , 
Laguerre’s iteration is given by
n % K )
X (°n ) — V K(°n)
(1.4.5)
where the sign in the denominator is chosen to make an+1 as close as possible to crn , 
and k(ct) = (n -l)[ (n-l)(x'(a))2 -  x(a) %"(ct) ] . If we take % to be the characteristic 
polynomial of A0 , then the roots of x  > that is the eigenvalues of A0 , are given by 
Laguerre’s iteration in one step starting from 04 . This reflects the fact that this iteration 
converges in one step for a quadratic provided the starting value is right, or, for the 
characteristic polynomial of a 2 X2 matrix, then (1.4.5) is just a re-arrangement of the 
polynomial where an+1 is an eigenvalue, and 0^  = 04.
As an aside, Laguerre’s method is cubically convergent, and converges to one of the 
two roots nearest the starting value. Parlett (1964) proposed using Laguerre’s iteration to 
find the eigenvalues of a matrix from its characteristic polynomial. However, what he did
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was to first reduce the matrix to Hessenberg form, and then use a clever re-arrangement to 
evaluate the polynomial and its derivatives, so as to avoid numerical problems.
Remarkably, there are even conditions under which the convergence rate is better than 
cubic, when the Wilkinson shift is used (Zhang (1989)).
1.4.8 Combined Wilkinson and Rayleigh quotient shifts
Jiang and Zhang (1985) have devised a strategy of choosing either the Rayleigh or 
Wilkinson shift which guarantees cubic and global convergence.
The strategy depends on the two off-diagonal elements ßi, ß2 of the first 3x3 
submatrix : if ß22 > 2 ßL2 then the Rayleigh shift is used, otherwise use the Wilkinson 
shift .
1.4.9 QR as power method
In a lovely paper, Watkins (1982) reminds us that the QR algorithm can be viewed as a 
sophisticated subspace iteration.
The basic idea of subspace iteration is the same as the power method. Take a subspace 
S , and just form the subspaces AkS . When S is the one dimensional span{x} , this 
is just the usual power method which we know (usually) converges to a space spanned by 
an eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. When S is m-dimensional, then 
the iterated subspaces (usually) converge to a subspace spanned by the eigenvectors 
corresponding to the m largest eigenvalues.
Suppose S is spanned by the orthonormal set {xl5 ... , xm} , then AkS = 
span{ Akxl5 ... , Akxm} . However, in practice, one would orthonormalize at each step 
because each of the vectors AkXj is approaching the same eigenvector as k ©o , and so 
ill-conditioning sets in.
This implementation of subspace iteration with orthonormalizing at each step is 
essentially the QR algorithm.
Let Qk and Rk be the matrices generated by the QR algorithm starting from the 
nonsingular matrix A . Then Ak has the QR decomposition
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Ak = (Qi ... Qk) (Rk ... RO .
Thus we can conclude that the first m columns of the orthogonal matrix Q j ... Qk span 
the same subspace as the first m columns of Ak .
1.4.10 Inverse iteration and QR duality
The duality is that while a subspace S is being iterated by a nonsingular matrix A , the 
orthogonal complement S-1- is being iterated by the adjoint A* . In other words, that 
AkS and (A*)_k S1 are also orthogonal complements.
Remember from Section 1.2.3 that the iterate A x is closer than x to all of the 
eigenvectors whose corresponding eigenvalues are greater than IIA xll .
TWO
Rayleigh Quotient Iteration
2 .1  Introduction to rayleigh quotient iteration
Rayleigh quotient iteration (RQI) is a very special form of inverse iteration with shift; 
special in that it has spectacular convergence properties, and special in that its form is so 
simple, yet yields so much.
As we saw in Section 1.2, inverse iteration is natural iteration inverted so that an 
intermediate eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenvector are approximated rather than the 
dominant eigenvalue. Recapitulating, these basic iterations are
(pM) xk+1 = akAxk
(INVIT) (A — a)xk+1 = akxk , o fixed
(RQI) (A -p k)xk+1 = akxk , pk = p(xk)
The scalar ak in each of these methods is just a normalizing factor, and will be different 
in each of the iterations; the choice often depending on whether the operator A is normal 
or not. The most usual normalization is llxkll = 1 , although it is often more convenient to 
use (xk, z) = 1 for a fixed vector z , but this mostly occurs when A is non-normal.
We have already seen that the Rayleigh quotient of x is a second order 
approximation to an eigenvalue if x is a first order approximation to the corresponding 
eigenvector of a normal operator. Intuitively then, combining the linear convergence of 
inverse iteration with the ‘error squaring’ of the Rayleigh quotient, we would expect RQI to 
be cubically convergent. Indeed this is the case, and moreover, it is also ‘almost’ globally 
convergent for normal operators, although not necessarily so for nonnormal operators.
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The idea of decreasing the residuals by minimization is directly responsible for the 
extension of RQI to projected and powered versions which are discussed in Sections 2.3 
and 2.4 respectively. Powered RQI is simply inverse iteration with the Rayleigh quotient 
as the fixed shift for m iterations. Similar convergence properties hold for the powered 
method as for the usual RQI, except that the rate is slower as one might expect.
The projected version treats RQI as a two step minimization process: the first step 
minimizes the residual with respect to the scalar, while the second step minimizes the 
residual over the vectors from a sub-space. The characterization of the vector to which 
projected RQI converges is again similar to the standard RQI.
Section 2.4 extends this idea of minimization of residuals to give an interpretation of 
the behaviour of RQI in terms of the minimization of a quadratic functional. In particular, it 
explains why RQI does not always converge to the eigenvector corresponding to the 
eigenvalue closest to the starting value.
Recently, there has been some work (for example Batterson and Smilie (1989a,b,c)) 
which is concerned with the convergence of RQI for non-normal matrices. The approach 
used is to regard RQI as a discrete dynamical system on IR IPn_1 , and from there show 
that RQI ‘fails’ in a very broad sense, for non-normal matrices; that is, that the global 
convergence property is lost.
In Section 1.4 the connection between the QR algorithm and the power method was 
described. However, the usual connection that is made with the QR algorithm is in fact 
Rayleigh quotient iteration. Wilkinson (1965) puts this relationship to good purpose by 
using the QR algorithm to establish results on the convergence of RQI.
2 .2  R ayleigh quotient iteration for compact, normal operators 
From now on A will be a compact, normal operator on a Hilbert space, and, eventually 
(k, u) will be an eigenpair of A , with Hull = 1 .
The proof given for the convergence (global and cubic) of RQI applied to compact, 
normal operators will basically follow that given by Parlett (1980), except that some
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important points which he glosses over will be presented. Also, the arrangement here 
makes it a bit easier to discuss extensions of RQI to the projected and powered versions.
2.2.7 Error squaring of the Rayleigh quotient
Another way of expressing the error squaring property of the Rayleigh quotient which will 
be useful later, comes from writing a unit vector x as the orthogonal decomposition
x = cosGPx/IIPxll + sine (I—P)x/ll(I—P)xll ,
where P is the spectral projection corresponding to the eigenvalue \  , and 9 is the 
acute angle between x and Px . Then
X-p(x) = [k-p((I-P)x)] sin20 . (2.2.1)
That RQI is globally convergent when applied to normal operators rests on the 
stationarity of p at eigenvectors, while cubic convergence stems from the error squaring 
property. However, while these facts are well known (Parlett (1964)), it is rarely pointed 
out that stationarity and error-squaring of p are the same thing for a normal operator. 
Recall from Section 1-2 that we can expand p about an eigenvector u in the Taylor’s 
series ,
p(u+z) = p(u) + z*Vp(u) + \  z*V2p(u)z + 0(llzll3) .
But p(u) = \  , Vp(u) = 0 , and V2p(u) = 2(A -  X) so that
p(u+z) = X + z*(A- k)z + O(llzlP) .
Of course Vp(u) = 0 is just the stationarity property.
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Parlett (1964) presents an excellent discussion of why RQI fails to have the same 
convergence properties when applied to non-normal matrices. Essentially this is because 
non-normal operators do not share the stationarity property of the Rayleigh quotient.
2 2 2  Monotonie decrease of residuals
Global convergence stems from the fact that RQI generates vectors with monotonically 
decreasing residuals, so that at each step the iteration is going in the ‘right direction’. The 
trick then in establishing global convergence is to show that the residuals always tend to 0. 
In fact they almost always do. Nevertheless, in the pathological case where the residuals 
do not converge to 0 , the vector and scalar iterates are still well-behaved.
Instead of ordinary RQI, we consider a ‘powered’ version defined by
(A -p k)mxk+ra = aktmxk , llxk+mll = 1 , k = 0, m, 2m ,...
which we re-write as
(A -  pk) xk+i+1 = ock+i xk+i , llxk+i+1ll = 1 , i = 1 ,..., m-1 , k = 0, m, 2m ,...
When m = 1 this is just the usual version of RQI. Later, in Section 2.3, powered RQI 
will be examined more closely, and in Chapter 4 we will see how it is related to continuous 
analogues of discrete processes. For now, though, we will see how powered RQI also 
generates monotonically decreasing residuals.
Starting in the same way as the m=l case, we have
II (A — p(xk+m)) xk+mll ^ II (A — pk) xk+ml!
— a k+m-l
=  ((A  — Pk) x k+m’ x k+m -l)
=  (x k+rrp (A  — Pk)* x k+m-l)
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< H (A -p k)* xk+m_!ll 
— II (A — pk) xk+m_ l^l
a k+m-2
< a k
-  ((A -  pk) xk+1, xk) 
= (Xk+i. (A -  pk)* xk) 
< !l(A -pk)xkll .
In other words the residuals satisfy the inequalities
II (A P(xk+m))xk+m  ^ — ^k+m — ••• — — ll(A p(xk))xkll
Notice that we really use the property of hyponormal operators, namely
(AA*x, x) < (A*Ax, x)
to prove that the residuals are decreasing, so it seems as though this is about as far as this 
particular proof can be extended. Remember too that the sets of normal matrices and 
hyponormal matrices coincide. And since monotonically decreasing residuals are crucial to 
the global convergence of RQI, it would seem that this property too is limited to normal 
(hyponormal) operators.
Each normalizing constant ctj can be regarded as a sort of residual in the sense that
«k+r1 = ii(A-pk)-1xk+iu
is very large if (pk, xk+i) is a good approximate eigenpair.
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Finally we should note that
'Pk+1 ~ Pk' 0
since ll(A -  pk+i)xk+1ll2 = ak2 -  lpk+1 -  pkl2 .
2.2 .3 On accumulation points of a bounded sequence in (L
A rather nice little result which we will need in the proof that the scalars pk converge to 
an eigenvalue, concerns the cluster points of a sequence in C . Later, we will use this 
together with the fact that a compact operator has at most a countable number of 
eigenvalues.
Let (Cn) be a bounded sequence in C such that l£n+1 -  £nl -> 0 , then it has either 
one or an uncountable number of accumulation points.
We first give the result for R , the result then follows easily for C .
In the case that the sequence is real and has more than one accumulation point, then 
every point in some interval [a, ß] is an accumulation point.
The sequence is bounded, therefore has at least one accumulation point, say a . 
Suppose now it has another accumulation point ß : we can assume ß > a . Choose 
Y e (a, ß) . For any e there is an N such that l£n+1 -  £nl < e for all n > N , so we 
must have £n <= [y-e, y+e] for some n > N , since the £n can not jump over a gap of 
2e after £N .
The result for C follows by looking at the sequences (%£n) and (/m£n) • Again 
we note that since the sequence is bounded it has at least one accumulation point, so 
suppose it has two, a and ß , say : we can assume %g, a < ß . From above, any 
point yR e [% a, % ß] is an accumulation point of (% £n) . Now a sub-sequence of 
(£n) whose real parts converge to yr must itself have a sub-sequence whose imaginary 
parts have an accumulation point, Y[ say, and so Yr + iy\ is an accumulation point of 
(Cn) •
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2.2 A Convergence ofRQI
Since the residuals are monotonically decreasing there are two cases which need to be dealt 
with, namely ak 0 and ak a * 0 . The latter is somewhat pathological, so we 
will discuss the first one.
Assuming ak -> 0 , we first need to show that any accumulation point X  of (pk) 
is an eigenvalue.
By the compactness of A there is a subsequence of (pk, Axk+1) which converges,
(Pkj» Axkj+i) -> (X,z) .
Now,
H(A-Ä.)zll = limj II(A -  pk. )Axk.+1ll
< limsupi IIAII ll(A- pk.)xk.+1ll
< limsupj HAH ak.
= 0
So ( X , z) is an eigenpair of A . But there are only a countable number of eigenvalues, 
in other words, only a countable number of accumulation points of (pk) . Using the fact 
that lpk+1 -  pkl -> 0 , Section 2.2.3 tells us that there can be at most one accumulation 
point, so (pk) converges to an eigenvalue, possibly 0 .
To see that (xk) converges, we first show that the subsequence (xk +1 ) 
converges. This is easy to see by noting
^ x kj+l  ~  a k j Xkj =  Pkj x k j »
and Axkj+1 -» z , ak| -> 0 , pkj X  therefore xk(+1 z/llzll .
Knowing that a subsequence converges, we can now show that the sequence
converges.
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2.2.5 The limit of the vector iterates
If RQI converges to a simple eigenvalue, then it is obvious to which eigenvector the vector 
iterates will converge, but it is not so obvious if the eigenvalue is not simple.
Let P be the (orthogonal) spectral projection corresponding to X (* 0) . Clearly 
IIPxk.+1ll 1 , but for any iterate xk we have
Pxk = P(A -  Pk.i)-1 ... (A -  po)-1 x0 = (A -  p^i)"1 ... (A -  po)-1 Px0 ,
that is, Pxk is parallel to Px0 for each k . These show
Pxk,+1 / HPxk)+1ll = Pxo/IPxoll ,
which implies
z/llzll = Px0 / IIPx0ll .
The orthogonal decomposition of the iterates now leads to the final step in the proof of 
convergence, as well as establishing the cubic convergence. We will use the acute angle 
9k between xk and z .
Letting wk = (I-P )x k ,
xk+l/«k = [Pxk+1 + (I -  P)xk+i] / <*k
= P (A -p k)-lxk + ( I -P ) (A -p k)-ixk 
= ft-P k )" lpxk + (A -P fc ) -^  .
Now
tan 0k+1 = sin 9k+1 / cos 9k+1
= H(A -  pk)_1wkll / ll(X -  pk)_1Pxkll 
= \X -  pkl ll(A -  pk)_1wkH / cos 9k
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= IX -  p(wk)l sin2 9k II(A -  pk)_1wkll / cos 0k .
The last line using the error squaring property (2.2.1).
Clearly \X -  p(wk)l is bounded above, so all we need now is an upper bound on 
ll(A -  pk)-1wkll . This is achieved by noting that wk _Lz , and IIwkll = sin 9k , so
ll(A -  pk)-1wkll = 11(1 -  P)(A -  pk)-1wkll
£ 11(1 -  P)(A -  pk)~1II llwkll
< sin 9k max { 1 / IXj -  XI : Xj an eigenvalue of A , Xj * X } . 
Putting this together with the last inequality gives
tan 0k+1 < const sin2 0k tan 9k .
This shows that once the subsequence (xk.) which converges to z gets close enough 
to z , that is 0k. gets small enough, then
tan 9k+1 < tan3 0k
for k large enough, and so the sequence itself converges. It also establishes that the rate 
of convergence is eventually cubic.
2.2.6 Characterizing the limit points 
It is quite easily verified that
Ve2(xk) = 2[(A -  p(xk))* (A -  p(xk)) xk -  e2(xk) xk ] / llxkll2 -> 0 , 
and that the limit points of (pk, xk) are precisely those points (p, z) which satisfy
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(A -  p)* (A -  p) z = ei. 2(z)z  .
2 .2 .7  When a k -> a ^  0
As in the matrix case this is more delicate than the a k -> 0 case. Also, for an infinite 
dimensional operator, we cannot say anything about the convergence of the vectors xk , 
only about their iterates Axk .
Let (p, z) be an accumulation point of {(pk, Axk+1)} , and (ki) a sequence such 
that (pk. , Axk. +1) -> (p, z) . Then
ll( (A -p )* (A -p )  -  a2) zll = liu ii II ( ( A - p k |)* (A -p k |) -  a£ .) Axk|+1ll
< lim su p j IIAII II ( A - p k |) * ( A - p k |) xk|+1 -  a ^ x k. +1 II 
= lim sup j HAH II (A -  pk. )*ak .xk| -  a | | xk(+1ll .
Now,
II (A -  pk( )*xk| -  a k| xkj +1 II2 = II (A -  Pkj )*xk. II2 — 2ak. ((A -  pk . )*xk. , xkj +1) + a£.
But II ( A - p k j)*xk . II2 =11 ( A - p k j)xk . II2 and ((A -  pkj )*xk. , xkj +1) = cck . , 
therefore
II ( A - p k.)*ak,x k. -  a | . x k. +1 II2 = II ( A - p k.)xk. ll2 - a | . ^ 0  ,
and the right hand side of the above limit tends to 0 , that is (a2, z) is an eigenpair of 
(A -  p)*(A -  p) .
Concerning the scalars, similar results to those of the matrix RQI hold: namely,
i. Ipk+1 — pkl —> 0 , so (pk) converges to p ;
ii. if A is self-adjoint then at least one of p-Kx , p -a  is an eigenvalue of A ; or,
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iii. if A is normal then p is a mean of possibly more than two eigenvalues.
Note also, that unlike the case a k 0 , the sequence (Axk) cannot have an 
accumulation point at 0 . However it can have an uncountable number of accumulation 
points if A is normal but not self-adjoint.
2.2.8 Global convergence reconsidered
An important problem that has only recently been solved, concerns the global convergence 
of RQI in the nonnormal case. It was already well known that the Rayleigh quotient is not 
stationary at eigenvectors of nonnormal matrices, and that for such matrices, RQI does not 
generate monotonically decreasing residuals (Parlett (1974)). Nevertheless, it was still 
open as to whether global convergence still holds.
Batterson and Smillie (1989a,b,c) resolved this question by considering RQI as a 
discrete dynamical system on the projective plane RPn_1 , and constructing an example of 
a nonnormal matrix for which the set of initial points that do not produce a convergent 
sequence of iterates does not have full measure. Moreover, they show that there is an open 
set of real nonsymmetric matrices which fail in this sense.
Their analysis revolves around a parametrized Rayleigh quotient iteration map on 
RIP2 based on the the matrix
Aft)
0 - 4
1/4 0
As 4 varies, sinks and sources of the RQI map bifurcate and coalesce. In particular, 
when 4 is sufficiently small, the map has periodic points of infinitely many different 
periods, which is a feature of chaotic behaviour.
Furthermore, they point out that it is erroneous to conclude from the instability of the 
‘pathological’ case ak -> a * 0 in RQI, that RQI is in fact ‘globally’ convergent. That is,
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just because a perturbation off a periodic point in RQI causes RQI to converge, it cannot be 
concluded that this implies global convergence. However, they do show that RQI is 
globally convergent for symmetric matrices, in an appropriate sense.
2 .3  P rojected rayleigh quotient iteration 
2.3.1 Introduction
Global convergence of RQI was established through the monotonically decreasing residuals 
of Section 2.2.2 . Indeed, we would expect that any method with a simialr property would 
also have well behaved convergence. Rayleigh quotient iteration is quite unusual in that the 
decreasing residuals are implicit in the form of the iteration, rather than the iteration being 
built around the concept.
Given that the inverse iteration can not be solved exactly in general, our thoughts 
might tend towards the use of a subspace to approximate the vector at each step, but 
bearing in mind that we still want the residuals to decrease.
Now recall that the Rayleigh quotient p(x) minimizes the residual II(A -  p)xll over 
all values of p . Thus we might expect RQI to be a two stage minimizing process: the 
first step minimizes the residual with respect to the scalar, and the next step minimizes with 
respect to the vector (under some appropriate constraint to ensure that the null vector is 
excluded, for example llxll = 1). Clearly, though, if there is no constraint on the vector, 
this process would stop after the first vector minimization because an eigenvector would 
have been found, namely, the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue of the smallest 
eigenvalue of A -  p(x) , which is also an eigenvector of A .
The algorithm then that is of interest is
i) Pk = P(*k)
ii) find xk+1 e B : ll(A -  p(xk))xk+1ll = minxeB ll(A -  p(xk))xll
where B is the unit sphere of a subspace X' = QX , and Q its orthogonal projection.
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This algorithm generates monotonically decreasing residuals, however, unlike RQI 
this does not necessarily mean the residuals converge to 0 , in fact, unless B contains 
an eigenvector, the residuals will tend to a non-zero limit.
2 .3.2 The limit points o f projected RQI
The limit points of (pk, xk) have a striking resemblance to those of RQI, and indeed, 
many of the results which were proved in Section 2 will be useful to us in this case.
A limit point (p, x) of RQI is characterized by satisfying
(A -  p)*(A -  p)x = e2(x)x
regardless of whether (p, x) is an eigenpair or not. Almost exactly the same 
characterization holds for a limit point (p, x) of projected RQI, namely,
Q(A -  p)*(A -  p)x = e2(x)x .
2.3.3 Convergence o f the iterates
As in RQI the scalars pk always converge, though not necessarily to an eigenvalue.
Since the residuals are decreasing, the inequality
£k+i2 = H (A -pk)xk+1ll2 -  lpk - p k+il2 < ek2 -  lpk -P k +il2
implies lpk - p k+il2 0 . And, as before, we can conclude that (pk) converges, and 
hence (xk) also converges.
2 .4  Inverse iteration and optimization
We have already seen that the global convergence of RQI and its variations, depends on the 
monotonic decrease of the residuals. This suggests that these iterations can be expressed as
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optimization problems involving the residual and Rayleigh quotient. As an introduction we 
will look at the power method and see how it relates to maximizing lp( .) l.
2.4.1 Gradient methods
The problem of finding an eigenpair of a (self-adjoint) operator in a Hilbert space is the 
same as finding the vector x which satisfies
Ax -  p(x)x = 0 , p(x) = (Ax,x)/(x,x)
This formulation is that of finding critical points of the functional p since 
Vp(x) = 2(A—p(x))x/llxll2 . Now one of the obvious iterative methods for finding an 
eigenvalue of A is Richardson’s method, that is,
xn+l = xn + ßnr(xn) • (2.4.1)
But because r(x) is parallel to Vp(x) this can also be seen as a steepest descent method 
to maximize or minimize p . In fact Ax/p(x) = x + r(x) /p(x) , so the power method is a 
natural way of finding the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue.
However in RQI we have
“iA i = (A -  P„)xn+i = (A -  pn+1 )xn+1 + (pn+1 -  pn )X„+1
that is xn e span{xn+1 ,rn+1} . In this sense RQI can be seen as a backward iteration as 
opposed to the forward iteration of (2 .4 .1). Can we characterize x ^  in any way ? In 
particular does xn+1 optimize any ‘reasonable’ functional over the whole space or a 
sub-space ?
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2.4.2 What Rayleigh quotient iteration minimizes at each step
It is well known that Ve2(xn) —» 0 for the vector iterates xn of RQI. That is to say, it 
is well known that if pn —» 0 , llrnll —> e , and x is an accumulation point of {xn} , 
then
(A -  p)*(A -  p)x = e2x .
But of course Ve2(z) = (A -  p(z))*(A -  p(z))z / llzll2 so we have Ve2(xn) -4 0 whether 
or not the residuals converge to 0 . This, together with the fact that the residuals are 
monotonically decreasing, suggests that RQI is in some sense an attempt to minimize the 
residual, but how is not immediately apparent. A simple result in optimizing quadratic 
functionals gives us the answer.
The functional cp(x) = xTAx -  2hTx is minimized by z = A-1h (provided A is 
positive definite). If we now replace A by (A -  pn)2 and take h = (A -  pn)xn = rn 
then q> is minimized by (A -  pn)-2 (A -  pn)xn = xn+1/ . So at each step xn+1/
minimizes
cpn(x) = xT (A -  pn)2 x -  2rnTx 
= II (A -  pn)x II2 -  2(x , rn)
= ll(A -  p(x))x II2 + (p(x) — pn)2 llxll2 - 2 (x ,rn) .
The extra penalty functions are interesting; the first one, (p(x) -  pn)2 llxll2, obviously is 
keeping p(x) as close as possible to pn , but the second one , -2(x , rn) , is moving x 
away from xn , and towards rn . Note also that xn+1 does not minimize cpn on the 
unit sphere {x : llxll = 1} .
2.4.3 A functional independent o f the norm
However, as it stands, cpn is dependant on the norm of the vector whereas we want a 
functional that is independant of the norm. A suitable functional can be obtained by using
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an extra variable a which also shows us how the minimization is achieved. Consider
yn(x,a) = (pn(x/llxlla) = (1/a2) II (A -  pn)x ll2/llxll2 -  (2/a) (x/llxll , rn)
= (1/a2) { II (A -  p(x))x II2 / IIxII2 + (p(x) -  pn)2 } -  (2/a) (x/llxll , rn)
which is minimized by (x, a) = (xn+1, ct^ ) . The role of a is important since if it is very 
small then more weight will be given to minimizing ll(A-p(x))x II2 + (p(x) -  pn)2 than 
(x/llxll, rn) and of course is very small if xn is a reasonably good approximation to 
an eigenvector. This reformulation of RQI also shows why it does not always converge to 
the eigenpair whose eigenvalue is the closest one to p(x0) ; in general it will, but if a is 
large enough (that is, x0 is a poor approximation) then the next iterate will have a large 
component of the residual.
2.4.4 A homogeneous functional
Another way of getting a homogeneous functional is by noting that for a given vector x , 
the scaling coefficient
(x/llxll, rn) 
ll(A - pn)xll2/llxl|2
minimizes cpn(ßx), so we can replace x by ßx to get
\j/n(x) = — (x, rn)2 / II (A -  pn)x II2 ;
and minimizing \\rn is the same as minimizing yn(x) = II (A -  pn)x II2 / (x, rn)2 . This 
shows more clearly the role of the residual in inverse iteration ; if xn is not a good 
approximation as defined by how large (A -  pn)_1xn is, then a better approximation (that 
is, the next iterate) will have a large component of the residual.We should also note when
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xn is the bisector of two eigenvectors then it also minimizes yn ; this corresponds to the 
case in RQI where —> a 4= 0 . All these comments also apply even when pn is some 
constant other than p(xn) .
2.4.5 Minimizing a functional to recover RQI
We also know that one step of inverse iteration is the same as one step of a Newton-like 
method as far as getting a new approximate eigen-direction is concerned. (But, depending 
on how the normalization is achieved, different approximate eigenvalues are obtained. In 
particular, neither of the two normalizations studied yield the Rayleigh quotient of the new 
vector.) Now a standard way of minimizing a non-quadratic function y is, given an xn 
find z = Zn to minimize the Taylor series expansion of \\r about xn , that is,
y(xn+z) = cp(z) = y(xn) + zTVy(xn) + V2 zTv2y(xn)z ,
and let xn+1 = x^Zn . This is the same as a Newton like step since if V2y is positive 
definite, then the unique minimizer of (p is = -  v2y(xn)_1 Vy(xn) .
Now, knowing that inverse iteration is the same as a Newton like step, and that it is 
also the same as minimizing a certain functional, we are left with the question of whether 
there is a functional y that links these two methods in the above manner to yield RQI. 
That is, in the Newton's method which gives inverse iteration, we know Vy(xn) and 
V2y(xn) , so can we determine a sensible form for y ?
One of the conclusions from this, is that it is not enough to try to minimize only the 
residual, after all the residual is zero at many points, so from a given approximate 
eigenvector there are many directions to go. However, RQI shows us that we can 
overcome this by constraining the minimization so that the Rayleigh quotient does not 
wander too far away from the current approximate eigenvalue.
We notice from the above discussion that the functional to be minimized (to yield RQI 
at each step) has a penalty function -  2(z, rn) added to the residual II (A -  pn)zll2 .
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Clearly, if we were just to minimize II(A -  pn)zll2 we would immediately recover an 
eigenvector of (A -  pn)* (A -  pn) , so from a computational point of view we need to add 
an an extra constraint in the form of a penalty function to make the problem tractable. It 
turns out that the simple penalty function gives an iteration which is easy to implement and 
has nice convergence properties.
2.4.6 Squared RQI and what it minimizes
Recall that RQI is connected with minimization of quadratic functionals; in particular, the 
functional
Vx(z) = zT(A-p(x))2z -  2zTr(x)
= zT(A-p(z))2z + (p(z) -  p(x))2llzll2 -  2zTr(x)
= II (A-p(z))zll2 + (p(z) -  p(x))2llzll2 -  2zTr(x)
(where r(x) = (A -  p(x))x ) has the unique minimum z = (A -  p(x))_1x . We now note 
that the squared RQI is similarly connected in that the unique minimizer of the functional
cpx(z) = zT(A-p(x))2z -  2zTx
= zT(A-p(z))2z + (p(z) -  p(x))2llzll2 -  2zTx 
= II (A -  p(z))zll2 + (p(z) -  p(x))2llzll2 -  2zTx .
is z = (A -  p(x))_2x .
This ensures z tries to minimize the residual at the same time as as keeping p(z) 
close to p(x) and z close to x ; in contrast to the usual RQI case where if 
II(A -  p(z))zll2 can not be made small enough, then z is pushed towards the residual 
r(x) which is orthogonal to x . Similar comments may be made when p(x) is replaced 
by another approximation, but in this case the residual r(x) is not orthogonal to x .
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2.4 .7  RQI and squared RQI compared
To see more clearly what the difference is between RQI and squared RQI, we note
\|/x(z) = II (A — p(z))zll2 + (p(z)-p(x))2llzll2 -  2zTr(x)
= II (A -  p(z))zll2 + (p(z) -  p(x))2llzll2 + [ p(x) -  p((A -  p(x))_1x) ]2 zTr(x) -  2zTx 
= 9x(z) + [p (x)-p((A -p(x))-1x)]2zTr(x)
So minimizing \j/x is the same as minimizing the functional associated with squared RQI 
with an added penalty function which forces z away from the residual.
2.4.8 Rayleigh quotient o f a vector and its natural iterate
Using these ideas of minimizing quadratic functionals, we can partially settle a question 
concerning the Rayleigh quotient of Ax compared to that of x .
In Sloan (1976) we find that from a sequence of Galerkin approximations {xn} to 
an eigenvector u , one can obtain a sequence of superconvergent approximations {z^ 
by the simple application of a natural iteration
Zn = A x ^ x J  .
The vectors xn correspond to the i-th eigenvalue p^ of a discretized problem
PnAxn — MniXn
where the Pn are orthogonal projections Pn —> I . Dropping subscripts for the present, 
it is not hard to see that if PAx = px , then p = p(x), so that p(x) is automatically 
given as the approximate eigenvalue. Now letting x = Ax / p we see
APx = px , Px = x
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so that |i is still the approximate eigenvalue even though we now have a different 
approximation to the eigenvalue resulting from a different discretization of the problem.
Considering the properties of the Rayleigh quotient it is natural to ask whether p(x) 
is a better approximation than p = p(x). The question in this form doesn’t quite make 
sense since x and x may be approximations to two different eigenvectors. This arises 
because Galerkin’s method ultimately is based on the min-max characterization of 
eigenvalues (Section 1.2.1), the eigenvectors being of secondary importance in some 
sense.
The min-max characterization leads to the Galerkin eigenvalues being the best set of 
computable approximations to eigenvalues that can be obtained from the subspace PX , 
while clearly the best approximations to eigenvectors are the projections Puj of those 
eigenvectors. However , this is not to say that the Galerkin eigenvectors are not the best 
computable approximations that can be obtained from PX . This highlights one of the 
problems that occur over and over, in that a method may yield good approximations to 
eigenvalues or eigenvectors, but not necessarily both. Remember the example in Section 
1.2.1 where p(x) is close to an eigenvalue, but x is orthogonal to the corresponding 
eigenvector.
2.4.9 Right shift of Rayleigh quotient for positive operators
Motivated by the fact that for positive definite self-adjoint matrices the power method 
converges to the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, it comes as no 
surprise that if A is (self-adjoint) positive definite , then p(Ax) > p(x) for all x . 
Since A is positive definite, z = Ax minimizes the functional
(p(z) = z*Az -  2z* A2x .
Thus cp(Ax) < cp(px) , but cp(Ax) = -  IIAxil2 p(Ax) and cp(px) = p[p2llxll2 -  2 IIAxil2] ,
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therefore
p(Ax) II Axil2 / llxll2 > p[2 IIAxil2 / llxll2 — p2]
= p[ II Axil2 / llxll2 + llr(x)ll2]
> pllAxil2/ llxll2
where we have used llr(x)ll2 = IIAxil2 / llxll2 -  p2 > 0 .
2 .5  TAYLOR’S SERIES AND EIGENPROBLEMS
- or why Rayleigh quotient iteration is so special
2.5.1 Introduction
If one had the goal of constructing an (asymptotically) cubically convergent method for 
evaluating an eigenelement of a symmetric operator, a good place to start would be the 
Taylor’s series expansion of a suitable function whose zeros are the required eigenvectors. 
The whole Taylor’s series is not much help computationally, so we decide to use the series 
truncated after k+1 terms, known as the k-jet of f around x0 , which is denoted by
j ^ f ( h )  = f(xQ) + f’(x0)h + ... + -T- f<k>(x0)hk
Our idea is to iterate in the following way 
solve for hn : f (hn) = 0
xn+l —
Because of bounds on llf(x+h) -  j£ f (h)ll given by the multi-dimensional generalization 
of Taylor’s theorem we would expect such a method to have order k+1 .
Our quest is a better understanding of the Rayleigh quotient iteration, one of whose 
main properties is its cubic convergence, at least for normal operators. Now, Newton’s
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method is inverse iteration with shift, it is quadratic, and is obviously just 1-jet iteration. 
RQI is inverse iteration with shift, it is cubic, so we ask whether it is 2-jet iteration. The 
answer appears to be negative. After some introductory material on 2-jet iteration, we look 
at some obvious functions that it can be applied to, and conclude that they are not 
responsible for RQI.
2.5.2 2-jet iteration and related matters
As we have seen, 1-jet iteration, alias Newton’s method, is quite familiar to us in various 
guises. Our goal is a third order method, thus the natural extension is iteration based on the 
2-jet, namely,
0 = f(xn) + f'(xn)hn + % f"(xn)hnhn 
xn+i — xn •
In particular we would like to know, for the reasons given above, if there is any choice 
of f that recovers RQI.
At first sight the 2-jet j* f (h) seems rather daunting computationally for two 
reasons. Firstly there is the term f"(x)hh , which may not be too easily determined for 
an arbitrary f . Secondly, there is the term f"(x)hh , which, being quadratic, renders 
the solution of j |  f (h) = 0 (for fixed x) quite difficult (quite apart from the first 
difficulty of calculating f "(x)hh ).
As for the first problem Eberhard Zeidler comments that “As every numerical analyst 
well knows, the difficulties are in the particulars, so that, in principle, each problem 
requires its own specific numerical approach.” (Zeidler (1986)) . Equally though, the 
converse is true in that the particulars often make a problem easier to deal with from a 
certain angle. For example, while there is a vast literature on Newton’s method for finding 
the zero of a (general) function f , and almost every conceivable variation or quirk is 
discussed somewhere, there is no comparable treatment of the third order method based on
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the 2-jet iteration. In fact, this third order method seems to be ignored largely for general 
functions, seemingly because of the difficulties involved with computing the second order 
term, and solving such polynomial equations.
For the eigenproblem though, there are many suitable formulations for f that allow 
the second order term to be determined quite easily, and for the most part seem to be the 
same sort of inverse iterations found in the second order Newton’s method and RQI, albeit 
with different shifts. So at the expense of a few inner products, we can find a shift that is 
superior to the one implicit in Newtons’s method.
A further advantage seems to be that for sensible functions f , f ' is singular at 
eigenvectors, which leads to complications that must be resolved in Newton’s method. 
However for the 2-jet iteration this singularity doesn’t appear to cause any difficulty 
because of the extra quadratic term.
The more immediate difficulty is determining the zeros, if any, of j |  f . Such 
polynomial equations are among the simplest of non-linear equations, yet there is no 
general method for their solution.
Unlike the quadratic equation in one dimension, the quadratic in n dimensions
J3xx + Bx + y = 0
(where .q: X*X —»X is a bilinear operator and B is a linear operator) may not have a 
solution. Even if a root exists, it can not in general be written down as an analytic solution. 
(For questions on existence see Rail (1961), and for numerical solutions Prenter (1976), 
and Alefeld (1986)).
However, there are iterative methods for finding a root which may be of use in the 
present context. For example, one of the iterative methods of finding a root of the above 
quadratic is
[j?hn + B]hn+1 + y = 0 .
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We might use this as the inner loop of a double iteration :
rn = residual of xn (not necessarily the usual residual)
approximately solve [f"(xn)hn + f'(xn)]hn + f(xn) = 0 by the iteration 
go = rn , [f "(xn)gm + f ’(Xn)]gm+l + f(xn) = 0 » m = 0, , k
xn+l — xn + gk+1
With the idea of Lagrange multipliers in mind, we expect that this method would yield 
some usable results when applied to the problem of minimizing a residual functional \j/ 
subject to some constraint r|(x) = 0 . First we try
vp(x) = ll(A -  p(x))xll2 , r|(x) = llxll § — 1
Here we get
and
9  —  \ \ f  —  OT|
(p(x, ct) = ll(A -  p(x))xll2 -  G T |(x )  ,
V(p(x, o) = 2
(A -  p(x)) X -  GX 
llxll2 -  1
But there is a degeneracy here in that Vcp(u, a) = 0 for an eigenvector u only if g  = 0 .
The same thing occurs when we take \p(x) = e2(x) = II(A -  p(x))xll2 / llxll2 , and even 
with \|/(x) = II(A -  (Ax, x))xll2 . What is happening in these cases is that V\p(u) = 0 at 
eigenvectors, so that the Lagrange multipliers method breaks down, at least as far as 
determining an eigenvector. However, there are critical points of cp, namely the bisectors 
of pairs of eigenvectors. In such a case g  is the residual ll(A -  p(x))xll2 . This is the
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same situation encountered in RQI in the pathological case when the starting vector is a 
bisector of two eigenvectors, and the vector iterates oscillate between the two bisectors.
Something else deeper is happening with these choices of residual functions, and that 
is that they, as well as the Rayleigh quotient, are not Morse functions. A functional 
\\f : Rn —» R is a Morse functional if, whenever V\j/(x0) = 0 , then V2\j/(x0) is 
non-singular. The importance of these functions follows from the Morse Lemma (see 
Berger (1977), Deimling (1985)) which states that
if Vv|/(x0) = 0 and V2\j/(x0) is non-singular, then in a neighbourhood U of x0 
there is a smooth change of coordinates y : U —» Rn such that y(x0) = 0 and \j/ 
takes the exact form
Y(x) = y(x0) + H y(x)TV2y(x0)y(x) , x e U .
What this means is that a Morse function y can always be expressed locally by either a 
linear or quadratic function depending on whether V\j/(x0) * 0 or Vy(x0) = 0 . Also, 
Morse functions are typical in that
for each m > 1 , the subset of Morse functions in Cm(Q, R) is dense in 
Cm(n, R). (Deimling (1985))
A consequence of this is that any non-Morse function can be changed by an arbitrarily 
small perturbation into a Morse function.
However, if instead of defining p on Rn , it is defined on the projective space 
IPRn , then it becomes a Morse functional.
Qualitatively then, Morse functions are ‘structurally stable’ in that critical points are 
preserved by small perturbations. This is in contrast to non-Morse functions for which 
critical points bifurcate even under arbitrarily small perturbations. Simple 1-dimensional
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examples are the functions x3 and x4 . Perturbing them by ex and ex2 
respectively, causes the critical points to bifurcate.
The fact that the Rayleigh quotient is not a Morse functional may seem to be of no 
consequence, since theoretically we can consider its restriction to the unit sphere, so it 
becomes the trivial quadratic (Ax, x) , which is very well-behaved and understood. 
However, computationally, we live in the real world, and the fact remains that one has to 
compute (Ax, x) / (x, x) either by
i) first calculating z = x / llxll , then p(x) = (Az, z) ; or,
ii) first calculating a = (x, x) , then p(x) = (Ax, x) / a .
At least we have the consolation of being able to see readily why p is not well-behaved. 
Simply, it is because the set of critical points (corresponding to a critical value) is precisely 
a doubly infinite ray, and so they are not isolated. This situation is obviated when we deal 
with the restricted Rayleigh quotient, but we do not live in this ideal world.
2 .5.3 What is the correct strategy to use with afunctional ?
In the case \p(x) = II (A -  (Ax, x))xll , we need a norming constraint because x = 0 is the 
obvious minimum. However, if \p(u) = 0 , u * 0 then it is clear that Hull = 1 .
Now we are back to a functional cp whose local minima (critical points) include the 
eigenvectors of the operator we are interested in, and there is standard of using the second 
order Taylor approximation (that is the 2-jet) to minimize cp . We start with the 
approximation to cp(x+h) given by
cp(x, h) = cp(x) + hTVcp(x) + % hTV2cp(x)hT .
The procedure then, with initial guess x0 , is
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<p(xn, hn) = min <p(xn, h) 
n
xn+l =  xn +
It is not hard to see that this is exactly Newton’s method applied to Vcp . If 
V2(p(x0) > 0 then
hn = -  V2cp(xn)_1Vcp(x0) .
Now compare this to the case where
and
f(x, a)
(A -  a)x 
‘4 (llxll2 -  1)
f = Vcp , (p(x, ct) = (Ax, x) + % a(llxll2 -  1) .
Here we seem to be running across a fundamental bifurcation of approaches : when using 
the 2-jet (j>(x, h) , should we be solving $(x, h) = 0 for h , or minimizing cp(x, h) 
over h (with some constraint) ?
2 .5 A k-jet iteration and functionals
The idea of using k-jet iteration on a functional cp : Rn IR does not really work, 
because for any h , the k-jet j* cp(ah) is a polynomial in a , and so there is an a 
such that j^  (cxh) = 0 . The remedy is to find a minimum of j£ <p , say h , and take the 
new approximation to be x+h . As we have already seen, 2-jet minimization in this 
manner is just Newton’s method.
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2.5 .5 Increments in RQI in terms of minimization
To see if we can recover RQI in any way from these truncated Taylor’s series, we can 
appeal to the minimization of quadratic forms. We re-write RQI as
(A  — Pn)^xn+1 — — Pn)xn •
From this it is clear that xn+1 is the unique minimizer of
H xT(A -  pn)2x -  On xT(A -  pn)xn + const
or, in terms of increments, that h = xn+1 -  xn minimizes
\|/(h) = H (xn+h)T(A -  pn)2(xn+h) -  (xn+h)T(A -  pn)xn + const
= \  hT(A -  pn)2h + hT [ (A -  Pn)2xn -  Oh (A -  pn)xn ] + % xnT(A -  pn)2xn
Comparing this to the increments obtained by applying 2-jet iteration to functions which 
could reasonably be expected to be related to RQI shows that RQI does not appear to 
motivated from this point of view.
2.5.6 Examples
We will give a few examples to give the flavour of what happens when 2-jet iteration is 
applied to some simple functions. The examples will have the form
x g(x, p) 
h(x)
Consider g(x, p) = (A -  p)x ; if the scaling functional r| is quadratic, including eTx -  1,
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or llx.II2 -  1, then the 2-jet iteration will stop after one step because an eigenvector will 
have been found. The reason of course is that f is quadratic.
The above choices for t| are really the only possibilities in this context, and so from 
now on, r| will be taken to be one of these two. The other choice, llxll^ -  1 , is not 
differentiable, so is not applicable.
The examples we will consider are not chosen randomly, but with some regard to the 
properties of RQI. We will also use r\x = Vt](x) and = V2q(x) , and note 3V0p = 0. 
Also, since writing out f ' and f " explicitly does not add to the understanding, we will 
only look at the equation governing the increment h , noting that when q is quadratic, 
the scalar equation will be q(x+h) = 0 , which will determine 8 .
Simple examination and comparison with RQI shows that they are not responsible for
RQI
i. The next simplest case after g(x, p) = (A -  p) is g(x, p)x = (A -  p)2x , in which case
0 -  (A -  p -  5)2x + (A -  p -  5)2h -  82h .
ii. By analogy with Ve2(x) , consider g(x, p) = (A -  p)2 x -  (IIAxil2—p)2 x , then
0 = [ [A -  (p+8)]2 -  [IIAxil2 -  (pH-5)2] -  hTA2h ] x
+ [ [A -  (p+5)]2 -  [IIAxil2 -  (p+8)2] -  hTA2h -  252 -  4xTA2h ] h
The idea here is that for RQI Ve2(xk) -> 0 , and Ve2(x) is essentially the vector
(A -  p(x))2 x -  (IIAxil2—p(x))2 x
so we replace p by p .
Even with g = Ve2 , 2-jet iteration is not the same as RQI.
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iii. Refining the above example slightly, we now think of p in g(x, p) as a residual 
comparable to e . Take g(x, p) = (A - p(x))2x -  p2x , then letting
B = [ (A -  p(x))2 -  p2 -  2(hTVp(x))(A -  p(x)) -  28p ] ,
we have,
0 = [B + (hTVp(x))2 -  (hT V2p(x)h)(A -  p(x)) -  p2] x + Bh .
Clearly to recover RQI, we need (hTVp(x))2 = p2 , but this does not work.
The 2-jet iteration is not the only third order method, in fact it is only a special case of 
third order Pade approximants (see Cuyt (1984)). Also there is Chebyshev’s method
x = x -  g -  % f'(x)-1 f"(x)gg ,
where g = f'(x)_1f(x) . But as with the 2-jet iteration, inverse iteration is taking place, 
but not the very special Rayleigh quotient iteration whose form is by far the simplest, and 
seemingly most effective.
2.5.7 Rayleigh quotient iteration and residual inverse iteration
As we have already seen, RQI has two remarkable features; namely, convergence which is 
both (asymptotically) cubic and global. We saw that these are consequences of the 
stationarity property of p , and of the monotonicity of the residuals generated.
It is instructive to rearrange the basic form of RQI
(A -p)x = ax
in a couple of different ways.
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Firstly we have
(A -  p)h = -  (A -  p -  a)x , x = x + h .
It is clear then, that inverse iteration can be interpreted as finding the increment h via 
inverse iteration applied to a new residual (A -  p -  a)x . A more general method then 
presents itself, namely
(A -  p)h = - r 0 , x  = x + h
for some residual r0 . This is not an entirely new approach, but it does show that RQI 
(and inverse iteration) fall into the same framework that so many other iterative methods 
do, in particular, Rayleigh-Schrödinger iteration and its cousins, fixed point, modified 
fixed point, and Ahues’ iterations (see Chapter 3). To see this, all we do is note that they 
all can be written as
x = x + Sr0 ,
or
x = x + h , T h  = - r 0
where r0 is a residual, not necessarily the usual r = (A -  p(x))x / llxll , T is an 
appropriate operator, and S its inverse.
It is also clear that h = x -  x is the unique minimizer of the quadratic functional
\j/(h) = <p(x, h) = *4 hT(A -  p)2h + hT[(A -  p)2x -  a(A -  p)x] + constant
which is similar to the sorts of equations obtained by the third order method applied to 
appropriate functions, which were considered earlier.
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The second rearrangement is
( A- p - x ) x  = - a h  , h = x - x  ,
which shows that the inverse iterate can be derived from the residual by a perturbation of 
the inverted operator.
2.5.8 Residual inverse iteration
Recently Neumaier (1985) examined a method analagous to inverse iteration, in the context 
of the non-linear problem
A(k)u = 0 .
His approach, like that of Peters and Wilkinson, was to use the residuals directly. The 
resulting iteration has many similarities to RQI, notably cubic convergence for the 
symmetric problem. Convergence however, was only shown to be local, and it is still 
open as to whether convergence is global, though by the nature of the problem one would 
not expect it.
As with RQI, the pivotal element is the choice of a ‘shift’ which for the non-linear 
problem is analogous to the Rayleigh quotient. However, there is a curious twist in that 
when residual inverse iteration (RII) is applied to the usual linear problem, the result is the 
iteration
(A  — P n -l)xn+l — ^nx n
with pn-1 in place of the pn that we would have expected. Neumaier seems to have 
overlooked this.
THREE
Rayleigh-Schrödinger Iteration and Series
3.1  R eview of rayleigh-schrödinger series and associated iterations 
The Rayleigh-Schrödinger method is a hybrid of a perturbation technique and an iterative 
refinement method. We assume that the operator A which we are interested in is a 
perturbation of a simpler operator Aq ,
A = Aq + E
By simpler, it is meant that we have some information about the eigenelements of A0 , in 
particular that at least one eigenpair (pq, xq) is known.
An excellent treatment is given in Limaye (1986).
3.1.1 The Rayleigh-Schrödinger series
The series is motivated by the homotopy from A0 to A given by
A(t) = A0 + x E .
For small enough x , an eigenvalue and eigenvector of A(x) can be given by the formal 
power series
\ ( l ) =  X P(k) tk (3.1.1)
u(t) = S x ^ x k (3.1.2)
where (p(0) , x(0)) = (p0, x0) is a simple eigenpair of A0 . Equations (3.1.1) and
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(3.1.2) define the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series. This is the perturbation approach much 
loved by physicists.
3.1.2 Rayleigh-Schrödinger iteration =  Determining the coefficients
What interests us here, though, is the fact that the (remaining) coefficients in (3.1.1) and
(3.1.2) can be succesively determined. It is in this sense that the Rayleigh-Schrödinger 
series can be viewed as an iterative refinement: to get a better approximation, just find the 
next coefficient.
Setting aside questions of convergence for the present, we are interested in how the 
coefficients in (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) may be calculated. To do this, we need the spectral 
projection P associated with A0 and , namely
Py = (y> x0) x0
where A jx0 = i^Xo , llx0ll = 1 , Po = p(0) , x0 = x(0) , and (x0, x0) = 1 . In addition 
we need the reduced resolvent
S = lim (A -Q - '( I -P )  
u
= C (A0 — Mo)>(l -  P)X ]_1 •
When A is a matrix, the reduced resolvent is simply the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse (A0 -  ji<))+ . We will return to this in Section 3.2 .
The coefficients in the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) are given 
iteratively by
! W n  “  (E x (n)> xo)
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n+l
X, n  = S [-Ex, . + X | I , N X, . .> ](n+l) L (n) i -  i ^(i) (n+l—i) J
n + l
= S [pnx-E ] x, . + X j!,.. Sx, . ..LhU) J (n) i = 2 (0 (n+l-i)
We see from this that the ji(n) and x(n) are calculated alternately and in sequence. If, 
however, A0 and E are self-adjoint operators on a Hüben space, we can determine p ^ ) 
and P(2n+i) knowing only x ^ ) x (n) for n > 1 . In fact,
M-(i) = (Ex0, x0)
M-(2) = (EX(i), x0)
n n
M'(2n) =  (E x (n)’ X(np ~  X .  X  ^(2n+l-i-j) ^X(i)’ X(jP
i = l j = 1
n-1 n
^(2n+l) =  (EX(n-l) ’ X(n)) “  X .  X .  ^(2n-i-j)  (X(i)’ X(jp
i = l  j =1
This is very similar to the situation with the Rayleigh quotient, in that the eigenvector 
approximation has n terms, but the eigenvalue approximation has 2n terms, which 
seems to be analogous to the error squaring property of the Rayleigh quotient.
One of the important things to note about the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series is its form, 
that is,
x (n+i) =  S y n
for some yn which is determined by x^j ,..., x^ n) . This involves S , so in a sense 
Rayleigh-Schrödinger is a type of inverse iteration.
From this we can derive an iterative process for approximating an eigenpair of A . 
To do this we just note A = A(l) , so that an eigenvector may be written as L x(i)
The iterations are then the partial sums
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x „  =  £  X
i = 0 
n
= X ^(i)i = 0
It is not hard to show that
Mn =  (AXn-1- x 0) •
Also xn+1 can be re-written as
n+l
x„ + S - ( A - (ll)xn + £  (Jt1-Mi+I)xn+I_i
i = 2
3.1.3 Variations on the theme
The vector iterates of the R.ayleigh-Schrödinger series have the generic form
xn+l •
Variations arise by changing zn and yn to give different schemes, in particular the 
following iterations, though of course this is not their original motivation.
zn =  x n
Yn — A x n — M-n+1 xn 
= (A -  IW i) xn
Fixed point iteration:
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Modified fixed point:
n+l
yn n+l
A2x,
(A xn, x0)
A -
(A xn, x0)
n+l
AXn
n^+1
Ahues’ iteration :
Ax„
A xn -  u , Axn
A - ul TH-iJK
Axn
These three iterations also have the form
X„+l =  Zn -  S ( A - - ° nK
where is either xn or Axn / pn+1 , and the shift an is some sort of generalized 
Rayleigh quotient, either or (A2xn, x0) / p11+1 . Notice that the yn above is a
residual type vector yn = -  (A -  an)zn 
In addition, the correction term is
S (A -  o iX  = lim (A„ -  O ' 1 (I -  P)(A -  on)z„
[ (A q -  Mo%-P)X ] 1 (A -  CtJZn
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which is ‘inverse iteration’ applied to the residual vector (A -  .
It is interesting that in these schemes there is a choice between x„ and Axn / p^+t , 
for this is exactly the same choice discussed in Section 1-3 where there is a difference in 
convergence rates between Galerkin approximations {yn} and their Sloan counterparts 
which are the natural iterates {Ayn / p(yn)} . In this case, the sequence of Sloan iterates is 
superconvergent, so we may ask whether the modified fixed point and Ahues’ iterations are 
faster than the corresponding iterations. This superconvergence is borne out in numerical 
examples (see Limaye (1986), Tables 19.3 and 19.4)).
3.1.4 Rayleigh-Schrödinger and minimizing functionals
Since the Rayleigh-Schrödinger iteration is of the form xn+1 = xn -  S (A -  an)zn , 
which is a variation on inverse iteration, we can expect some sort of minimization process 
to be occuring. In fact, w = xn+1 -  xn is the limit as £ -» 0 of the the minimizers w(0 
of
<P;(w) = wT(A0 -  Q2w -  2wT(A0 -  m,)(I -  P)yn
= ll(A0 -po(w))wll2 + (po(w )-02llwll2 -  2wT(A0 -  Po)(I -  P)yn »
where po(w) = (A0w, w) / llwll2 . Taking the limit inside the functional gives w as a 
minimizer of
II(A0 -  Mo)wll2 -  2wT(A0 -  Po)(I -  P)yn •
But since (A0 -  Po)2 is not definite, uniqueness is lost.
We conclude then, that many iterative schemes are based on minimizing the residual in 
some specific way, and in particular minimizing a quadratic functional of the form
\}/(w) = II(A -  p(w))wll2 + (p(w) -  p)2llwll2 -  2wTa
at each step, where the nature of a will depend on the method ,
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3 .2  “M atrix calculus” and eigenproblems 
3.2.1 Introduction
When we think of perturbations applied to the eigenproblem, it is generally in terms of 
perturbations (possibly via differentials) of scalars and vectors used as refinements of 
eigenelement approximations. If the operator is perturbed, it is usually associated with 
some sort of error analysis. Even in methods based on the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series, 
the perturbation of the operator is handled via a scalar parameter, and such is also the case 
in other homotopy (continuation) methods. Here, however, we will explore the more 
general case of using arbitrary perturbations of the matrix to refine eigenelement estimates 
by use of the differentials of the eigenvalue and eigenvector functions; hence the “matrix 
calculus” in the tide. Some of these ideas were introduced in Magnus (1985).
An advantage of this general approach is that we are not bound to any particular type 
of perturbation, and that the actual matrix perturbation is employed, rather than, say, a 
scalar parametrization.
There is also some difference in the way the eigenvalue estimates are handled. For 
example, in Osbome(1978) derivatives are taken with respect to the eigenvalue which leads 
to the unification of various schemes.
Also, differentials of the determinant function provide a generalization of the trace 
method.
3.2.2 Preliminaries
From here on, it will be useful to deal with differentials directly, and just about all 
functions will have their domain in Rnxn . Suppose f is a function (whether scalar, 
vector, or matrix valued) with domain in Rnxn , X0 is a fixed matrix, and that all the 
appropriate derivatives of f at X0 exist. Then the differential of f (with respect to 
X0 and dX) is
df = f'(X0)dX .
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Here we are taking X0 = X -  dX , and will drop all references to X0 and dX in any 
differential.
3 .2 .3 Differentials o f eigenvalues and eigenvectors with respect to a matrix
Suppose we have a neighbourhood Of of X0 in which the scalar function X and the
vector valued function u satisfy
Xu(X) = X(X)u(X) , Xo = X(X0) , u0 = u(X0) , u(X)*u0 = 1 .
We will use the differentials dX and du as follows. Starting from X0, u0 a known 
eigenpair of X0 , X^+dk, u0+du is an approximate eigenpair of the matrix A = X+dX 
we are interested in.
The first differentials of X and u are determined from
d X u 0 + X0 du = dXu0 + Xodu . (3.2.1)
Pre-multiplying this by v0* , the left eigenvector of X0 corresponding to X0 , and 
re-arranging, gives
v0*u0 dX = v0* dX u0 + (v0* X0 -  Xq v0* )du ,
so that
dX = v0* dX u0 / v0*u0 .
From (3.2.1) we also have
(Xq -  X0)du = dX u0 -  dX u0
= ( d X - v 0* d X u 0 / v 0*u0)u0 
= ( I - P 0) d X u 0 ,
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where P0 = (v0*u0)_1 u0v0* is the spectral projection of X0 corresponding to . 
Since X 0 is an eigenvalue of X0 , we need the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse to obtain
du = (Xo-X0)+(I-P o )dX u0 .
(Actually there is a technicality here in that we really need (Xq -  X0)+ (X$ -  X0)du = du , 
but this is quite easily shown.)
To find the second differentials, we need
H X0 d2u + dX du = % X$ d2u + 6X du + x4  d2X u0 ,
from which, after pre-multiplying by v0* , is obtained
d2X = 2 v0* dX (I-P0)(Xo -  X0)+ (I-P0) dX u0 / v0*u0 .
In deriving d2X , we have used the fact that Uq* du = 0 .
So far we have not worried about scaling v0 , but now it becomes necessary in the 
discussion of du .
3.2.4 Applications of the differentials : the first differential
In this and the next subsection, we will take A to be symmetric. The estimate of the 
eigenvalue X(X) is Xq + dÄ. .
Recall from Chapter 1 that x is an exact eigenvector of the perturbed matrix
A -  rx* -  xr* ,
where r = (A -  p)x , and that the corresponding eigenvalue is 2p -  p , so dX is
dX = rx* + xr* .
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In this case v0 = x , and we are left with
dA. = 2(p—|i) .
and the new eigenvalue estimate is 2\i -  p + 2(p -  p) = p .
3.2.5 Applications of the differentials : the second differential
The normal thing to do in deriving a new estimate, is to set dA. = 0, in which case p = p . 
indeed, taking this one step further and setting dA.+ \  d2X = 0 also gives p = p which 
should not surprise us. But it does show that the Rayleigh quotient can be derived in terms 
of perturbations of the matrix which is a novel motivation.
3.2.6 A special case
In the case dX = rx* , then v0 = (A -  p)_1x / ll(A -  p)_1xll (where the normalization is 
v0*v0 =1) , and
dX = x*(A -  p)_1(A -  p)xx*x / x*(A -  p)-1x 
= 11 x*(A -  p)-1x 
= 1 / Yi •
The corresponding eigenvector refinement is
du = (ji -  A -  rx*)+ (I -  Pq)(A -  p)xx*x
= ( I - P 0)(p -A )-i(I-P o )(A -p )x
= (I -  P0)(p -  A)"1 (I -  Yi"1 xx*(A -  -  p)x
= (I -  Po)(M- ~ A )'1 [(A -  p)x -  y r 1 x]
= (I -  Po) Yi"1 (A -  p)-!x 
= y^ 1 (I -  Yi-1 xx*(A -  p)_1)(A -  p)-1x 
= Yi"1 (A -  p)_1x -  Yi"2 Y2 x •
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Thus
2
U + du = - - r— X + T  (A -  u)"1 •
Yj2 Y1
In deriving the above, we have used the fact that (Xo -  X0)+ (I -  P0) is in fact the reduced 
resolvent
So = (C-Xo)-'(I-Po)
familiar to us from the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series. The reduced resolvent also satisfies
S0 = (I-PoX n-A )-'(I-Po) •
Turning to the second differential d2\  we have
d2X = x*(A -  p.)-1(A -  |j.)xx*(I -  P0)(m. -  A + rx*)+ (I -  Po)(A -  |i)xx*x / yi
= -2 yi-1 x*(I -  P0) du
= -2 yi_1 x*(I -  P0)[Yi_1 (A -  -  Yi"2 72 X1
= -2 yi_1 x*(I -  Yi-1 xx*(A -  (j.)- 1)[yi_1 (A -  M-)_1x]
= -2 yi- 1 (! -  Y2 / Yi2) ,
and so
Xq + d \ +  */2 d2l  = [ i+  1/yi -  (1 -  Y2/Y12) / Yi 
= M- + Y2/Y13 •
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3.2 .7  Differentials andRayleigh-Schrödinger series
We have already used the fact that {Xq -  X0)+ (I -  Po) is in fact the reduced resolvent
So = < C -X oH (I-P o) •
It is exactly this reduced resolvent that appears in the perturbation/iterative methods 
discussed in Limaye (1986); namely, Rayleigh-Schrödinger, Ahues, and fixed and 
modified fixed point iterations.
In terms of X0 and dX , the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series is used to find the 
eigenelements of A(x) = X0 + x d X  from the formal power series (3.1.) and (3.1.2) 
where (p(0)» u(0)) = (^ o* uo) = (Mo* *o) is a simple eigenpair of X0 . The motivation is 
that the coefficients can be determined iteratively by
M(„+1) = v0* dX x(n)
n+1
X(n+1) =  S 0[ ^ X x („) +  2 ,  t \ i ) X(n+ l - i ) '
i = 1
In fact, if X0 and dX are self-adjoint, we can immediately write
Pd) = u0* dX u0 
M-(2) “ uo* dX- X(i) ,
and x(1) = S0[|i(1) -  dX]u0 .
Of course we are really interested in the eigenelements of X0 + dX , and these are
approximated by the partial sums
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xn X  X(i) 
i = 1
which can be written,
Mn = v0*Axn_1 
x n+l =  x n +  ^OYn »
and the rest follows as in Rayleigh-Schrödinger.
3.2.8 Differentials and determinants
The differential of the determinant function % is
dx = Xo 1 dX] ,
which leads to some familiar eigenvalue refinements.
If X0 = A — jo. , and dX = -51 , then
dx = Xo tr[(A -  tt)"1 (—51)]
= -5xo ^ [ ( A - ii)-1] .
We wish to find 5 such that + dx = 0 , that is 8 = -1 / tr[(A -  p)-1] •
3 .3  R ayleigh-schrödinger as homotopy 
-  finding the nearest eigenvalue
3.3.1 Introduction
The Rayleigh-Schrödinger iteration is a simple method of approximating the solution 
curves ji(t) and x(x) of the homotopy
[A0 + xE] x(x) = |i(x) x(x) ,
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for small enough x , and where (p(0), x(0)) = (p0, x0) is a known eigenpair of A . 
The iteration determines successive coefficients of p and x regarded as power series in 
x . Under certain conditions however, the partial sums (of the coefficients) converge to an 
eigenpair (X, u) of A = A0+E , which is the case we are concerned with here.
For a particularly simple choice of the perturbation E , the solution curve for x can 
be determined exactly, in terms of p ; at the same time it can be shown that p is 
monotonic on [0, 1] . From this we can derive an iteration that converges quadratically to 
(X,u).
The theory behind Rayleigh-Schrödinger iteration provides localisation conditions 
which ensure that X is the closest eigenvalue of A to po .
3.3.2 An analytic expression for the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series
In the special case E = (A -  po)x0x0T an analytic expression can be found for the 
Rayleigh-Schrödinger series expansion of the eigenelements.
One way of looking at this problem is the standard differential equation approach
A -  p - (l-x)E -x 
-X 0 0
obtained by differentiating the eigenvalue equation, and adopting the normalizing condition 
x0Tx = 1 which is used in most treatments of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series. However, 
instead of integrating this numerically, we can simplify the analysis considerably by noting 
that if ß is an eigenvalue of the rank-1 perturbation B -  abT , then the corresponding 
eigenvector is (B -  ß)_1a . Let
M(x) = A0 + xE = A -  (l-x)E
which has an eigenvalue p(x) ; therefore the corresponding eigenvector is parallel to
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which has an eigenvalue p(x) ; therefore the corresponding eigenvector is parallel to
(A -  [i)~h0 = x0 + (p -  po)(A -  p)-!x0 ,
so that the normalized solution is
(A -  p) 1 rQ 
x J(A -p )_1r0
xQ + (p -p 0) (A -p )_1x0 
1 + (p -p Q) x J(A -p )_1x0
All we need now is the solution curve of p . This may be obtained from the differential 
equation defining p . The easiest way of obtaining the derivative p' is to appeal to the 
singularity of M -  p . Now
M - p  = A — p — (l-V)r0x0T
= (A -p ) [I -  (l-x)(A -  p)-1r0x0T]
By the Woodbury formula, the inverse of I -  abT is I + (l-b Ta)_1 abT provided 
1 -  bTa * 0 . Since M - p  is singular, we must have
0 = 1 -  (l^t) x0T (A -  p)_1r0
= 1 -  (l^t) x0T [x0 + (p -  Po)(A -  p)_1x0]
= x -  (1-rXp — po) x0T(A -  p)-1x0 .
Differentiating this with respect to x , rearranging, and using the solution of x , yields
(1-t) xJ(A -p) 1 x
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3.3.3 Monotonicity of |i
Since p. is the eigenvalue of M corresponding to x , we have
p = p(M, x) = ((A -(l-c)E)x,x)/llxll2
= (Ax, x) / llxll2 -  (l^c) (Ex, x) / llxll2
which can be solved for x , that is,
x = l -  llxll2 (p(x) -  p.) / (Ex, x) .
Also, from the singularity of M -  p , we saw before
0 = 1 - ( l - r ) x 0T(A -p )-1r0 ,
and so
T = 1 ------------- 1---------- .
xJ'CA-n)'1 r0
Thus establishing the monotonicity of p. in [0, 1] , for if p. was not monotonic, then 
there would be two values for x .
As a consequence of this, we can, under the appropriate localisation conditions, say 
whether p^  is a lower or upper bound of X , simply by looking at the sign of
ti’(0) = 1 / xq^ A - po^ X q .
Incidentally, this is just the coefficient of the linear term in the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series 
expansion of p. .
From this, we see that x can be used as a measure of how far along the solution 
curve any particular p. is. In particular we can determine whether p lies between pq 
and X or not, by seeing if x e [0, 1] .
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3.3.4 An iteration
Since for any given p there is a x such that p(x) = p , it is quite reasonable to 
consider the iteration
4k+i = ^  + (i^k)^'(tk)
The term l-xk can be eliminated, and we are left with
^ +i = ^ +
x p ( A - ^ ~ l r o
x5(A - ^ ' 2fo
which is independent of xk .
Computationally, this can be implemented with less work than appears necessary at 
first sight. Let
yk = ( A - n k)-'x0 ,
and note
( A - [ i k)~lr0 = (A -  pk)-1 (A -  Po)x0
= x0 + (pk -  Po) (A -  M-k)_1Xo 
= x0 + (M-k “  M-o)yk •
Since we are assuming A is normal (or at least symmetric) and x0Tx0 = 1 , pk+i can be 
written
1 + (Mk-M0)x jy k
tV., = A + — ----------------- r -  .
ykxo+ -^^ )ykyk
at the expense of only one inverse iteration and two inner products.
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This is Newton’s method, but applied to z thought of as a function of ji ; that is, 
we are trying to find a zero of the function x(X) -  1 .
Since at each step the vector iterate is parallel to (A -  p.k)-1x0 we could do with a 
simple perturbation method to calculate (A -  fik+i)_1x0 = (A -  pk + pk -  !^k+i)_lxo t0 
simplify the algorithm even further.
3.3.5 The iteration with a different initial approximation
In the previous section, the iteration did not change x0 at each step, but kept it constant 
so that the vector iterate was always parallel to (A -  pk)-1xo . Another possibility is to 
use (m, x x) as the initial approximation at the next step, thus we have
xk+l
(A -H )  ' r0
xJ(A-nr'r0
hc+ l ^  +
1
xk<A -t*k>"l x k
The form of the eigenvalue update is the same as in Newton’s method applied to
f(x, g)
(A -g )x
0  ,
starting from (p0> xo) » although the values will be different because of the different 
vector iterates.
However, in the iteration we assumed that llx0ll = 1 , so that strictly speaking xk+1 
ought to be so normalized in the above iteration. This results in
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( A - n ) - 1^
II (A — |x)—1 rQ II
^k+l +
1
xk<A - ^ ' \
This particular iterative scheme is similar to that discussed in Tapia and Whitley (1988) 
where the better than quadratic convergence is established. The motivation for the rescaling 
to a unit vector at each step stems from the norming condition Xqt x - 1 = 0  which is the 
scalar equation in f(x, p) . Peters and Wilkinson (1979) argue that computationally this is 
the m ost natural choice since it will be satisfied at each step (by linearity), and because it 
shouldn’t really make any difference in any case. Tapia and W hitley responded to this by 
showing the rather remarkable fact that if x0Tx -  1 is replaced by \  (1 -  llxll2) as the 
scalar equation in f(x, p) , and the vector iterate is normalized appropriately at each step, 
then the order of convergence is increased to 1+V2 .
3.3.6 Localisation
So far we have not said anything about conditions under which \  = p (l) is the eigenvalue 
o f A closest to p 0 . Perhaps the s im plest cond itions com e from  the 
Rayleigh-Schrödinger theory (Limaye (1986)) and are in terms of IIEII and the gap in the 
spectrum of A0 . It is easily seen that
IIEII = II(A -  Po)x0x0Tll = II(A -  mo)x0II = llr0ll .
W e also need the gap yo in the spectrum of A0 defined by
Y0 = min { Iv - P o l : v e a(A 0) }
The localisation  resu lt that in terests us here is that if  211 Ell < Yo then the
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Rayleigh-Schrödinger series converges to a simple eigenpair of A whose eigenvalue is 
the closest to p<) .
This is interesting in that it is very similar to a localisation result obtained by Beattie 
and Fox (1989) for RQI to converge to the eigenvalue closest to p(x0) . For this to 
happen, they show that it is sufficient that
2II(A -  p(x0))x0ll < min { Iv -  p(x0)l : v e a(A) }
where the gap is in the spectrum of A rather than A0 . Of course IIEll is also a 
measure of ‘residual’ , and in the rank 1 case above, IIEII = II(A -  Po)x0ll .
FOUR
Homotopy and Continuous Methods
4 .1  Path following : homotopies and differential equations 
At the beginning of this thesis, refinements were iterative and discrete, based purely on 
algebraic and matrix methods. But then, in Chapter 3, we found that the 
Rayleigh-Schrödinger iteration, itself a discrete process, is firmly founded on the 
continuous homotopy method. So we were beginning to see the interplay between discrete 
and continuous methods
In this chapter, the idea of homotopies will be pursued, and extended to differential 
equations. Although motivated differently, a differential equation can be thought of as a 
homotopy extending over infinite time.
There are three related aspects to differential equations in this context. The first is 
computational, and contrasts sharply with the Rayleigh-Schrödinger iteration and series: 
given a path to follow, how does one go about staying on it ? In Rayleigh-Schrödinger 
iteration, the interest is not on path following, which is a more or less local problem, but on 
what amounts to the global question of approximating the whole curve. The second aspect 
is not unlike the first: which discrete methods are interpolated by a continuous curve 
defined by a differential equation, and why ? One answer to this is that for each iteration 
in a class of discrete methods based on the QR algorithm, one can construct a 
corresponding interpolating flow. The construction relies on the correspondence of a Lie 
group decomposition (which is the basis of the discrete method) and its corresponding Lie 
algebra decomposition (which is then the basis of the flow).
Thirdly, we can move away from path following, to consider the qualitative 
similarities of discrete and continuous methods; specifically those related to RQI.
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4.1.1 Homotopies
Homotopy methods have long been used for the numerical solution of various (non-linear) 
problems, however, it is only recently that more interest has been shown in their 
application to the eigenproblem.
Already, in the Rayleigh-Schrödinger iteration, we have seen one specific example of a 
homotopy method where the solution trajectories x(x) and p(x) of
M(t)x(t) = (A0 + xE)x(x) = p(x)x(x) , x(0) = x0 , p.(0) = Mo ,
are given by the power series
x(l) = , p(x) = .
In this case (ji^ , x0) is a known eigenpair of the operator A0 , and E = A -  A0 is the 
difference between A0 and the operator A whose eigenpairs we wish to determine; 
thus the interval of interest is [0, 1] . The idea in this iteration is to compute the partial 
sums
xk = £ ko x(i) » M-k = ti(i) ’
as approximations to eigenelements of A , rather than try to follow the solution curves as 
in a traditional continuation method.
It is important to note here that, if one is truly interested in the whole trajectory from 
eigenelements of A0 to those of A , then the Rayleigh-Schrödinger iteration gives very 
good value for money. The usual continuation method computes values along the solution 
curve, whereas Rayleigh-Schrödinger provides an approximation to the whole curve for 
about the same cost. Problems where the whole curve is important occur in optimal 
control, although in such cases the parametrized matrix M(x) is not linear in x , while 
Rayleigh-Schrödinger in the present form is only applicable to linear M .
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The classical continuation method provides a choice between following the trajectory 
of one eigenpair, or of following the trajectories of many, possibly all, eigenpairs.
4.1.2 Homotopy for one eigenpair 
Consider the equation and normalizing constraint
M(t)x(t) = p(x)x(x) , I!x(t)II = 1 .
Differentiating with respect to x gives
M'x + Mx' = p'x + (ix' , -xTx’ = 0 ,
which yields
(4.1.1)
where (p, x) = (pls x^ is one of the eigenpairs (pj, x^ of M . Dzeng and Lin (1989) 
have used this idea in a global method that computes all the eigenpairs for a given 
generalized matrix eigenproblem. They show, that, under certain mild conditions the 
trajectories for the eigenpairs do not intersect. Their algorithm is a predictor-corrector 
based on the differential equation; the prediction step essentially involves one third order 
Taylor step, which is then corrected by means of (generalized) Rayleigh quotient iteration 
to get back on to the solution trajectory.
Kalaba et al (1981b) also suggested the same idea for obtaining the differential 
equation (4.1.1), but do not propose a particular method of solution other than the use of a 
general differential equation algorithm. However, they do use a novel trick for coping with 
the bordered matrix in (4.1.1) . One’s first reaction might be to use the formula for the 
inverse of a bordered matrix to calculate (x\ p’) directly. However, both diagonal 
blocks, M -  p and 0 , are singular, so the standard formula does not work. Kalaba et al
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(1981b) get around this by noting that the inverse of a matrix J can be written in terms 
of its adjoint J# (the matrix of co-factors), that is
J-1 = J# / det J .
Now let J be the Jacobian
which has eigenvectors
and corresponding eigenvalues
1 ,-1 , ... , |in -p . ;
so det J *  0 , and J is invertible.
Instead of evaluating J-1 at each stage, Kalaba et al (1981b) propose that two extra 
differential equations for J# and 5 = detJ be added to the system (4.1.1). They are
(J#)’ = [ J# tr(J# J') -  J# J ' J# ] / 5 ,
5’ = tr(J# J') .
The resulting system of differential equations can now be solved for the initial conditions 
|i(0) = [Xq  , x(0) = x0 . Branin (1972) also uses the same device.
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4.1.3 Alleigenpairs
As mentioned above, Dzeng and Lin (1989) compute the trajectories of all eigenpairs by 
following each individual curve in the form (4.1.1). However, another paper of Kalaba et 
al (1981a) derives a coupled system of differential equations for all the eigenpairs by 
starting from reasonably well known derivatives of the eigenvalues, and then determining 
the derivatives of the right and left eigenvectors.
4 . 2  C ontinuous newton, power and inverse iteration 
For some time now, it has been known that Newton’s method has a continuous counterpart 
in the form of a differential equation; the connection being that the discrete iteration is the 
Euler discretization of a differential equation (Keller (1978)). Indeed, Hirsch and Smale 
(1979) put this to good use in developing and analysing numerical methods which 
converge with probability 1.
More recently there has been interest in continuous analogues of the power method 
(Söderlind (1985)), and of inverse iteration with and without constant shift (Chu (1986a)). 
These differ from the continuous/discrete Newton’s method in that the discrete method is 
not just an approximation (via discretization) of a differential equation, but actually lies on 
the path defined by the differential equation.
4.2.1 Continuous Newton s method
We wish to find a zero of the vector valued function f . Consider the homotopy, 
f(x) -  e“011 f(x0) = 0 , x(0) = x0 , a > 0 , x e [0, °o) , 
which, when differentiated, yields
f '(x )d x /d i + a f(x) = 0 . (4.2.1)
Assuming f'(x) is invertible, Euler’s method with stepsize 1 / a gives Newton’s
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method. In any case though, the similarity between (4.2.1) and Newton’s method is 
enough to call it a continuous analogue.
Hirsch and Smale (1979) treat a  slightly differently by making it the sign function 
a(x) = -  sgn det f '(x ) .
4.2.2 Continuous power method
It is not difficult to construct a continuous version of the power method. For example, 
consider the solution of
x ' = Bx , x(0) = x0 ,
for fixed B , which is
x(t) = exp(x B) x0 .
The solution curve for positive x is a continuous analogue of natural iteration, while 
negative x results in inverse iteration. This is our first example of a continuous trajectory 
that interpolates a discrete process; for integral k , x(k) = Bkx0 . Chu (1986a) exploits 
this basic idea to formulate a continuous analogue of RQI.
Another continuous version of the power method is given by Söderlind (1985) as
x'(x) = (A -  fi(x))x(x) , IIx(x)II = 1 . (4.2.2)
Söderlind, though, derives this from a differential equation involving the orthogonal 
projection function defined on unit vectors by
P(x) = I - x x T .
The power iteration is then implicitly defined by
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0 = p(xn+l) A x n (4.2.3)
and the continuous version by
x' = P(x) Ax . (4.2.4)
4.2.3 Continuous inverse iteration
Continuous analogues of inverse iteration are presented in Chu (1986a), and are based on 
differential equations of the form
where f is a vector valued function such that f(ay) = a f(y) for all positive a ; this 
ensures llxll is constant. Equation (4.2.5) is derived from the differential equation y ' = 
f(y) . If we require the solution curve to be normalized then x = y / llyll does the trick 
(with f(y) = F(y)y ), provided F(ay) = F(y) for positive a . There is a clear 
connection with the idea of residuals in that x ' is the residual of x with respect to the 
matrix F(x). The flow defined by (4.2.4) is just a specific case of (4.2.5) for which F = 
A . However, to recover familiar inverse iterations, we occasionally must resort to 
functions of the form F s  log B for some B .
4 . 3  ISOSPECTRAL FLOWS AND MATRIX FACTORIZATIONS
Although the connection between (matrix) differential equations and matrix factorizations 
had been hinted at previously (see Kostant (1979), Reyman and Semenov-Tian-Shansky 
(1979), and Rutishauser (1959)), the explicit nature was established by Symes (1982). It 
is interesting that in the main, these papers are set in the context of a Hamiltonian system, 
namely, the Toda lattice.
In the last two years, these ideas have been extended to a class of matrix factorization 
iterations similar in essence to the QR algorithm. Nevertheless, the Toda flow as an
x = f(x) -  (f(x), x) X (4.2.5)
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interpolant of the QR iteration, remains the canonical example, and the proofs involved are 
easily generalized. So, we will only give explicit details for this case, summarising Symes’ 
results in the next two subsections, and then outline the way the generalizations are handled 
in subsequent sections.
4.3.1 The Toda lattice: an isospectralflow
It is enough to know here that the (finite nonperiodic) Toda lattice is a completely integrable 
Hamiltonian system, and that the equations of motion can be succinctly expressed by the 
matrix differential equation
X ' = [X, Y] = X Y - Y X  , X(0) = X0 , (4.3.1)
where X and Y are the tridiagonal matrices (formed from coefficients that arise in the 
Hamiltonian)
“ a l P]
1 o - P i
P i  • •
, Y  =
ßi 0 •
• • P n - l • 0  - P „ - i
1c
Ö
1c
ca.
____1 P n - l  0 _
This is an example of what has become to be known as an isospectral flow; that is, the 
matrices on the solution curve all have the same spectrum.
The QR algorithm is introduced here by observing that there must be two other matrix 
trajectories Q(x) and R(x) , which provide the QR factorization
exp( xX0) = Q(x)R(x) .
Now, differentiating this gives
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Q’R + QR' = X0 exp(xX0) 
= X0QR
and so
QTQ' + R 'R-l = QTX0Q . (4.3.2)
But the matrix R ’R-1 is upper triangular, and since Q is orthogonal, QTQ* is 
skew-symmetric. Thus (4.3.2) is the unique decomposition of QTX0Q into its 
skew-symmetric and upper triangular parts, denoted by Ps and PR , respectively.
Noting that Q(0)TX0Q(0) = X0 , and differentiating QTX0Q gives the initial 
value problem
(d/dx) (QtX0Q) = [ QTX0Q, Ps( QtX0Q) ] , Q(0)TX0Q(0) = X0 . (4.3.3)
However, the matrix Y is just Ps(X) , so (4.3.1) can be written as
This of course means X(x) has the same spectrum as the initial matrix X0 .
4.3.2 The Todaflow interpolates the QR algorithm applied to exp(X0)
The QR algorithm applied to Zq = exp(X0) generates the matrices Zk , Qk , Rk by
X ’ = [X, PS(X)] , X(0) = X0 , (4.3.4)
which is the same as (4.3.3), and therefore has the same solution; that is
X(x) = Q(x)TX0Q(x) . (4.3.5)
“  Q k ^ k  »
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Zk+l “ k^Qk •
We now show that Zk = exp(X(k)) for k = 0, 1, 2, ... . To see this, multiply the QR 
decomposition Q(t)R(t) = exp(xX0) on the left and right by Q(x)T and Q(x) , 
respectively, to obtain
RCOQ(X) = Q(x)T exp(xX0) Q(x) 
= exp(Q(x)TX0Q(x))
= exp( xX(x)) .
So at x = 1 , we have
Q(1)R(1) = expX(O) ,
R(1)Q(1) = expX(l) ,
which is just what we want for k = 0 , with Qo = Q(l) and Rq = R(l) . The rest of the 
proof follows from the the fact that the differential equation defining X is autonomous.
4.3.3 Interpolating the QR algorithm applied to exp(F(X0))
In the previous section, the key step was the application of the QR algorithm to exp(X0) , 
not X0 . So, we expect that replacing Ps(X) by Ps(log X) in equation (4.3.4) , 
would result in a flow which interpolates the QR algorithm applied to X0 . Indeed this is 
the case, but more than that, we can consider the general case PS(F(X)) for an arbitrary 
analytic function F .
In the Toda flow, the matrix Y is the skew-symmetric part of X ;
Y = PS(X) = TL(X)-Tu(X) ,
where TL and Ty are the (strictly) lower and upper parts of X . The flow which
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interpolates QR applied to exp(F(X0)) is simply defined by
X’ = [X, PS(F(X))] , X(0) = X0 .
The conclusions corresponding to the results of the previous section are
if exp(xF(X0)) = Q(t)R(t) then X(x) = Q(x)TX0Q(x) and R(x)Q(x) = exp(xX(x))
From these it follows that the flow is isospectral, and that if QkRk *s QR 
decomposition of exp(F(X(k))) then exp(F(X(k+l))) = RkQk •
In the particular case when H = log the QR algorithm applied to X0 is recovered.
4.3.4 An aside on Lie groups and algebras
Before we discuss other matrix factorizations, we will make a few comments on the role of 
Lie groups and algebras based on Ammar and Martin (1986) and Watkins (1988) . It 
appears that it was Della-Dorra (1975) who first explained that it is the connection between 
the QR decomposition of the Lie group SL(n, F) and the Cartan decomposition of its Lie 
algebra GL(n, F) that is the underlying basis of the QR flow.
Essentially, most isospectral flows that have been studied are based on matrix 
factorizations, which themselves arise as decompositions of the appropriate Lie algebra and 
Lie group. To see how this works, we turn again to the canonical example of the QR flow 
considered previously. The basic idea then carries over to other matrix factorizations.
The Lie algebra ft = Gl(n, F) , thought of as nxn matrices over the field F , 
decompose into the direct sum ft = /©  g ; the subalgebras /  and g are the skew- 
symmetric and (strictly) upper triangular matrices, respectively. Corresponding to ft is 
the Lie group !H= Sl(n, F) (the non-singular matrices in ft), which admits a group 
decomposition . The subgroups J  and Q are, respectively, the unitary
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matrices and upper triangular (with positive diagonal) matrices, and their respective Lie 
algebras are /  and g .
Using Py , the projection onto /  given by the decomposition, we define a flow by 
X '= [X, Py(X)] , and think of X as being in f t .  By the standard way of getting to a 
Lie group from its Lie algebra via the exponential map, we would expect the flow 
exp(xX0) in J  which corresponds to X through what amounts to the infinitesimal 
generator X0 = X(0) , to have a factorization in j g  , that is, a QR factorization of the 
form (4.3.2) .
Now we can easily generalize this to arbitrary decompositions. Starting from the Lie 
group decomposition fH- j g  , j n g  -  {1} , there is a flow X' = [X, P/X)] , X(0)
= X0 , and we use the connection between the Lie group and its Lie algebra to obtain the 
same sort of results as for the QR flow. Other decompositions like LU, and HR are just 
concrete and useful examples in this general Lie theoretic framework.
4.3.5 Matrix factorization flows
Watkins (1988) refers to flows based on matrix factorizations as as FG flows, the 
canonical example being the QR flow. We suppose there is a decomposition of Gl(n, F) 
into two subgroups f  and g as described in the previous section, so that any matrix can 
be written as the product FG , where F e <f and G e g .
The generic FG algorithm is then
Xk = FkGk , F e f  , G e g , 
x k+i ~ GkFk .
As far as the QR algorithm is concerned, it can never break down through a matrix not 
having a factorization, but this is not the case for other types of decompositions, for 
example, LU. Thus we need conditions under which every matrix in a neighbourhood of I 
has an FG factorization.
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Let ((S) denote the Lie algebra corresponding to the Lie subgroup 5 of Gl(n,F) . 
We then have, that if 7  and g are closed subgroups of Gl(n, IF) such that f n  g = 
{1} , and F11^  = (^ 7) 0  dig) , there is a neighbourhood ^  of I , such that every A 
e can be expressed uniquely as A = F G , F e / , G e £ .
In exactly the same manner as for the QR flow, we can now write down an FG flow, 
but first we need the following easily demonstrated facts ;
a) if G e g and X e [(g) , then GXG-1 e [(g) .
b) if X : IR -4 [(g) is a differentiable function, then X'(x) e [(g).
It follows from these, that if C is a continuous matrix valued function on [x0, x j > 
and F is the solution on [x0, x{\ of
F' = FC , F(t„) e 7  ,
where 7  is a closed subgroup of GL(n, C) , then, F([xq, x j)  c  T if and only if 
C([x0, x j)  c  [(7) .
Let 7  and g be two subgroups for which F11X11 = /(7) © ({g) and y"n g = {1} , 
and denote the components of a matrix A contained in 0(7) and ({g) by F(A) and 
G(A) , respectively.
Now we are in a position to formulate the flow. Given a matrix X0 and a locally 
analytic function H defined on the spectrum of X0 , then the initial value problem
X' = [X, F(H(X))] = [G(H(X)),X] , X(0) = X0 , 
has a unique solution on some non-empty interval [0, a) , and the solution satisfies
X(x) = A(x)-1X0A(x) = B(x)X0B(x)-1 , x e [0, a) ,
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where A and B are the solutions of
A' = A F(H(X)) , A(0) = I ,
B' = B G(H(X)) , B(0) = I .
Moreover, A([0, a)) c  f  and B([0, a)) c  Q , and, what we expect from the QR flow,
exp( x H(B0)) = A(x)B(x) , x e [0, a) , 
which is the FG factorization of exp( x H(B0)) .
4.3.6 Other flows
Just as there are flows for the ordinary eigenvalue problem, there are also flows associated 
with the generalized problem (Watkins and Eisner (1989)), but these are based instead on 
equivalences, rather than similarity transformations.
Flows which arise from other methods of numerical linear algebra, such as the 
singular value decomposition, have been discussed in Chu (1986a, b), and Chu and Norris 
(1988).
4.3 .7  Flows and homotopies
We comment here on the relationship between flows and homotopies in general.
Consider the homotopy A(x) with A(0) = A0 and A(1) = A = A0 + E , and 
assume it is continuously unitarily equivalent to a diagonal matrix A (x ); that is,
A(x) = U(x)~1A(x)U(x) .
The derivative is
A - L H U ' U ^ aU + L H a 'U + L H aU
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= - I H U 'I H aU + IH a’U + LHaUIHU'
= -  U_1U'A + I H a 'U + AU_1U'
= [A, U_1U'] + I H a 'U .
Of course if A is constant, then a ' = 0 , and the resulting flow would be isospectral. 
This means that the homotopy is an isospectral flow (of sorts) plus another curve.
More generally, in the context of FG flows, we have A = FG , so
A' = F'G + FG' .
But in Rayleigh-Schrödinger, A(x) = A0 + tE , so A' = E , so we should be able to use 
this extra information.
4 .4  R ayleigh quotient iteration analogue and interpolated rqi 
Care is needed in distinguishing between ‘continuous analogues’ of RQI. In fact, Chu 
identifies two types. The first he calls a continuous analogue, and has similar qualitative 
properties to those of RQI: namely the residual decreases monotonically along the 
trajectory, and the limit sets are characterized similarly to those of the discrete process. 
However, this continuous analogue appears to be closer to squared RQI, which of course 
is much the same qualitatively as RQI. The second type is actually composed of a sequence 
of trajectories joining successive iterates of RQI, so should properly be called a piecewise 
interpolated RQI; the first type will be referred to in the sequel as continuous RQI.
Really interpolated RQI is a piecewise continuous curve (in fact piecewise C1), which 
switches to a different trajectory at each RQI vector. Watkins and Eisner (1988) give a 
procedure which is an interpolation of the QR algorithm, and which interpolates any 
shifting strategy. Though, it is remarkably like Chu’s analogue, Chu’s analogue does not 
have a continuously varying shift built in. What we would like is an interpolation of RQI 
or QR that is C1 and has continuously changing shift.
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However, it may be that the cubic convergence of RQI stems from changing the shift 
discretely, and hence staying on a particular path, then switching to a different one. The 
Rayleigh quotient clearly determines a good shifting strategy, and it may even be optimal in 
some sense.
4.4.1 The basic flow
Central to the ideas of the continuous versions of RQI is the flow
x' = F(x) x -  (x, F(x) x) x , x(0) = x0 , (4.4.1)
where F is a matrix valued function which satisfies the homogeneity condition
F(az) = F(z) for al positive a .
The importance of this condition stems from the fact that a solution of (4.4.1) is just a 
normalized solution of z -  F(z) z , z(0) = x0 . That is, x = z llx0ll / llzll . And so the 
troublesome norming condition is built into the flow.
We also see immediately that the right hand side is the residual of the vector x with 
respect to the matrix F(x) , so the flow can be interpreted as going in the ‘right’ direction 
‘downhill’, as far as the residuals are concerned.
4.4.2 Piecewise interpolated RQI
Remember RQI is inverse iteration with shift, the continuous version of which was dealt 
with in Section 4.2.3 . However, the shift changes at each step, so at least one way to 
recover RQI is to choose F in equation (4.4.1) in a piecewise manner :
F(x(t)) = log(A-pk)-1 for i € ( k ,  k+1] , pk = p(x(k)) .
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This results in xk+1 = (A -  p(xk))-1xk / II (A -  p(xk))-1xkll .
What is happening here is that from x = k to k+1 , x follows the continuous 
inverse iteration curve where the shift is pk . Then at x = k+1 , x switches to a new 
curve determined by the new shift pk+1 . We should note that this “jump” is not 
discontinuous since x(k+l) is at the intersection of the old and new trajectories. In fact, 
the curve is even differentiable at the changeovers.
Geometrically, this explains why RQI does not always converge to the eigenpair 
whose eigenvalue is the closest to p0 .
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Possible behaviour of RQI.
The trajectory from each xk is continuous inverse iteration with fixed shift p(xk) , 
switching to a different curve reflects a change in the shift.
The trajectory of the first segment corresponding to the shift p0 will indeed lead to the 
eigenvector whose eigenvalue is the one closest to p0 . But if, at some later stage, pk 
is closer to a different eigenvalue, then the path will switch to one with a different limit 
point.
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4 A .3 Continuous RQI
While the continuous version of RQI considered here does not interpolate RQI, it is closer 
in spirit to discrete RQI than the piecewise interpolated version.
By choosing F to be
F(x) = [(A — p(x))T (A -  p(x))]-1 ,
the associated flow has properties very similar to that of RQI; namely, that the residual is 
monotonically decreasing along the flow, and that the limit sets of the flow are 
characterized in much the same way as in RQI.
4 A A Decreasing residual
To see this, first differentiate the residual, remembering (x, x ’) = 0 , 
d e(x)2/ dx = (Ve(x)2, x')
= ( 2(A -  p(x))T(A -  p(x)) x -  e(x)2 x, F(x) x -  (x, F(x) x) x )
= 2( F(x)~1x, F(x) x -  (x, F(x) x) x )
= 2[ llxll2 -  (x, F(x) x) (F(x)-1x, x) ]
But llxll2 = 1 , and, by the Kantorovich inequality, 1 < (x, F(x) x) (F(x)_1x, x) . 
Therefore d e(x)2 / dx < 0 , and so the residual is monotonically decreasing.
4 A A Limit sets of continuous RQI
There are three mutually exclusive possiblities for the behaviour of the solution of the 
continuous RQI flow as x —» <*> , which correspond to the case of discrete RQI. They 
are;
i. x(t) converges to an eigenvector of A ,
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ii. x(x) approaches the set {u e Sn_1 : p(u) e spec(A) } in finite time,
iii. the co-limit set of x(x) is contained in £  = { v : v is an eigenvector of F (v)} .
The first two are quite straightforward, and like the discrete RQI, it is the third that requires 
interpretation.
If A is symmetric and has a simple spectrum, then £  is precisely the set of all 
bisectors of pairs of eigenvectors of A . Since this is the case, p(x(x)) converges to the 
mean of two eigenvalues corresponding to the two eigenvectors whose bisector is the limit 
of x(x) . The points in £  are saddle points of the flow, hence are unstable under 
perturbations.
We need to be careful regarding the last point on instability; it does not follow that 
convergence is global (Batterson and Smillie (1989c)).
4.4.5 Rate of convergence
The one thing that is not comparable between RQI and it’s continuous counterparts is the 
rate of convergence. In RQI, we have a discrete iteration, whereas in any continuous 
version we can choose the ‘time’ parameter in any way we wish by a simple change of 
coordinates.
FIVE
Traces
5 . 1  M ethod of traces
Suppose D is a (Sturm-Liouville) differential operator with associated boundary 
conditions at 0 and 1 , and that A is the corresponding integral operator with kernel 
k , then the method of traces determines the fundamental eigenvalue 1A of D , where 
X  is the dominant eigenvalue of A (see Cochran (1972, 1987)). Estimates of 
higher-order eigenvalues are also possible.
Briefly, for fixed k , the method involves solving the following k equations, and 
approximates X  by tq the largest in magnitude of the m :
Cochran (1987) redefines the problem, and uses successive substitutions to obtain a 
polynomial of degree k one of whose solutions is l/p  ^ ,and along the way he improves 
the estimate of the corresponding eigenfunction.
’ i - l  M?
where
in = J k"(o, o) do , n = 1 , ... , k  . 
o
5 . 2  L aguerre’s method
One way of motivating Laguerre’s iteration for a polynomial with real roots is to view it as 
the construction of a parabola both of whose roots lie between consecutive zeros of the
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polynomial (the smallest and largest roots are considered to be consecutive), the particular 
zeros lying on either side of the initial value.
However, more insight can be gained by a more direct approach (see Parlett (1964)). 
Later on we will see how this leads to alternative methods of refining eigenvalue estimates, 
although none of them come up to the simplicity of the Rayleigh quotient, and Rayleigh 
quotient iteration.
Let the roots of the degree m polynomial % be Xx ,... , Xm  , and X =  Xj the 
root closest to p . The idea is to estimate (p -  X)-1 by a . From now on £ \  will 
mean the sum over i * j . Taking ß = Z'j (p -  Xj)-1 / (m-1) and 5j = (p -  Xj)"1 -  ß , 
and using the fact that £  ' öj = 0 , we have
Z (p -k i) -1 = (p-X )"1 + ^ '( p - k i ) - 1 
= (p-X )-1 + (m-l)ß 
and
£  (p -  Xj)-2 = (p -  x) - 2 + £  ' (p -  Xj) - 2
= ( p - X )-2 + (m-l)ß2 + £ ’ Si2 
The sums £  (p -  Xi)_1 and £  (p -  Xj)-2 are easily seen to be
i !  = £  (p -  Xj)"1 =  x'G-0 /  x (m-) , 
x2 = £ ( p - X i )"2 = t i2 - x "(p ) / x (h) •
Now ignoring the term £  ' 5j2 , and approximating (p -  X)-1 by a , we are left with 
the two equations
zi = a + (m -l)ß , 
t2 = a2 + (m -l)ß2 .
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Eliminating ß gives
0 = moc2 -  2 1^  + Ti2 -  (m -l)i2 .
The iterate is then
a = a -  1/a ,
where a is the root of larger magnitude.
5.2.2 Properties
All we need to note here is that Laguerre’s iteration for a polynomial x of degree m is
®n+l ° n  -
__________________ m__________________
x'(°„) ± V(rn-l)[ (m-l)x'(on)2 -  m ]
(5.2.1)
where the sign in the denominator is chosen to minimise b n+1 -  anl , and that if all the 
roots are real, then convergence is global, and the iteration converges to the root closest to 
a0 . Convergence is cubic when the root is simple, and linear otherwise, although cubic 
convergence can be recovered in the case of a multiple root by a simple modification. 
However, for this discussion, the pertinent fact is that the proof of cubic convergence does 
not rely on m being the degree of % in (5.2.1). In fact, any m could be used, 
although clearly for different choices of m the sequence of iterates will be different. 
Later on we will exploit this by setting m = 2 .
5.2.3 Equivalence of the trace method and Laguerre’s iteration
Suppose A is a symmetric matrix with (real) eigenvalues , and modified 
characteristic polynomial x(&) = det(8 -  (A -  p)) where p is an approximation to one of 
those eigenvalues. Applying Laguerre’s iteration to x with an initial value of 0 
(corresponding to the fact that the approximate eigenvalue is p) and setting m = 2 (which
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does not alter the convergence rate) results in the iterate S which is one of the roots of the 
quadratic
2S2 -  2^8  + (5.2.2)
where
t! = -x'(0)/x(0) . x2 = X ! 2  -  X”(0) / x(0) .
The new approximate eigenvalue then is p -  1/S .
The interconnection now becomes clear when we realise that
p -  X. tr t(n -A )-1]
1
tr[(n -A )-2 ] .
Thus, we can approximate the dominant eigenvalue of (p -  A)-1 , that is, the eigenvalue 
of A closest to p , by applying the (2-equation) method of traces, namely
§1 + 82 = Ti , 8^ + b ] 2 =  t2 ,
which solving for Si gives
0 = 28^ -  2x^ 8! + ti2-T2 •
This is exactly the same solution as obtained by Laguerre’s method applied to x •
5.2.4 An extension
The method of traces as given above for integral equations suggests that the analogous 
method of finding the dominant eigenvalue of a matrix is to solve the k equations
I l l
m
f-  Mf = tr[An] , n = 1,... , k .
The approximation to the dominant eigenvalue then being the Pi of maximum modulus.
Now when we have an approximation p to an interior eigenvalue we need to replace 
A by (A -  p)_1 . When we do so, and consider only the first two equations, the method 
yields exactly the same new approximate eigenvalue as Laguerre’s method applied to the 
characteristic polynomial of A starting from the initial value p . Thus, we can conclude 
that the 2-equation trace method applied to the symmetric matrix eigenproblem is globally 
and cubically convergent (provided we use the traces of an appropriate matrix; namely 
(p -  A)-1 . Presumably this means that the k-equation method is better than cubic for 
k > 2 .
We should point out here that Parlett (1964) applied Laguerre’s method directly to the 
characteristic polynomial of A , but he does so by reducing the matrix to Hessenberg 
form, from which he can ingeniously evaluate the polynomial and its derivatives.
5 . 3  OTHER TRACE TYPE METHODS 
5.3.7 Trace and iterated Rayleigh quotients 
The trace method can be modified by setting
Tn = xTAnx / llxll2 , n = 1,..., k .
This is like a trace, being a weighted sum of a power of the eigenvalues, that is
tn = Z (x, Ui)2 / llxll2 .
Thus,
xi = p(x) , t2 = IIAxil2 / llxll2 ,
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so the 2-equation method yields (with llxll = 1)
mp2 -  2pp + p2 -  (m-l)IIAxll2 = 0 ;
the solution of which is
p ±  v  m (m -l)IIA x l |2 -  ( m - l ) p 2 
h m
In particular, when m = 2
p ± V p2 + 2e2 
"  = ---------2----------
= p + % eVp , -H e2/p .
which is very easy to calculate.
5.3.2 Laguerre and iterated Rayleigh quotients
In Laguerre’s method all but one of the (ji -  Xi)-1 are approximated uniformly by the one 
number ß . This seems to be very crude, although it does yield cubic convergence, and 
even global convergence if all the Xj are real. Perhaps we could do better by considering 
the iterated Rayleigh quotients (not to be confused with the Rayleigh quotient of iterates)
vn = xTAnx = Z (x, Ui)2Xin ,
where llxll = 1 . Here we expect to be able to exploit the error squaring property of the 
Rayleigh quotient.
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We stan with
V! = p = Z (X, Ui)2>4
= (x, u)2X + £  ' (x, ui)2>.i ,
v2 = II Axil2 = Z (x, Ui)2^ 2
= (x, u)2X2 + Z  ' (x, uj)2X.j2 .
Since (x, u) = 0(1) , and the (x, u^2 are second order terms, we can approximate these 
two equations by
V! = p + r\2 Z ' ^  , v2 = p2 + r\2 Z  ' \ i2 .
These in turn may be approximated by
vi = p + ri2 (tr A -  p) , v2 = p2 + t^2 (tr A2 -  p) ,
which, eliminating t^2 , means
0 = p2 +
P -H  ' 
~ P> (trA  -  p) -  v0 ,
that is,
82 ± ^ / 8 2 - 4 8 1(p82 - S 1v2)
82/8j ± - J  [52/8j — 2p]2 + 4e2
2
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where 5i = trA  -  p , 82 = tr A2 -  p2 .
However, simple numerical examples show that this is not as good as p((A-p)-1x) .
5.3.3 A refinement
Instead of approximating the product (x, Uj)2^  , we approximate both (x, u{)2 and 
\  . Following the motivation of Laguerre’s method, we use
ßi = £'(x, Ui)2 / (m-1) , 8j = (x, Uj)2 — ßj ,
ß2 = r X j  , Yj = Xj-ß2 .
So that
P = vj = (x, u)2X. + S'(x, Ui)2>4
= (x, u)2X + Z' [ßiß2 + P2 i^ + ßiYi + SjYi]
= (x, u)2X + (m -l)ß1ß2 + I'SiYi ,
resulting in the approximate equation
p = 8  ^ + (1—S)ß2 •
Here we are approximating (x, u)2 by 8 . The second equation is
IIAxil2 = v2 = (x, u)2X2 + Z'(x, Uj)2X.j2
= (x, u)2X2 + S ' [ ßiß22 + 2ß1ß2Yi + ßiYi2 + ß225i + 2ß25iTi + §iYi2 ]
= (x, u)2X.2 + (m -l)ß1ß22 + Z ’yi2 + 2ß2E ’ 8jYi + S 'yi2 ,
an approximation to which is
II AxII2 = SX2 + (1—5)p22 •
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Eliminating ß2 gives
0 = 8p2 -  2p8p + 8(p2 + e2) — e2 .
Thus
The obvious choice for 8 is 1-e2 , but numerical experiments show that this is not very 
effective. In fact even 8 = (x, u)2 does not result in as good an approximation as 
p((A-p)_1x) when p = p . The difficulty is not hard to identify, and lies in the very 
crude approximation of E’yj2 by 0 . The remedy is to consider instead xT(p -  A)_1x 
and xT(p -  A)_2x , so that (x, u) dominates (x, u{) , and (ji -  X)-1 dominates (p -  
Letting
ßi = E'(x, Ui)2 / ( m - l )  , 8i = (x, Ui)2 — ßi ,
ß2 = E ’ (p -X j)-1 /(m -1 ) , Yi = ( p - ^ ) - 1 - ß 2 •
We can approximate
Yi = E(x, Ui)2(p -  i^)-1 , 
y2 = E(x, Uj)2(p -  ?4)"2 ,
Yi = 5a + (1—S)ß2 ,
Y2 = 8a2 + (1—S)ß22 ,
where (p -  X)-1 is approximated by a .
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This leads to
0 = 5a2 — 25yioc + Yi2 —(1-5)72 » 
or,
a  =  ■
Now yi and Y2 can de conveniently determined by inverse iteration. We have 
(A -  |i)x = ix  , 11x11 = 11x11 = 1 , p = p(x) .
so that,
Yi = (h -  p) / x2 , Y2 = 1 / x2 •
Computationally, it is easier to calculate y2 = 1/x2 from inverse iteration, and Yi 
directly from the definition xt (ji -  A)-1x .
The problem remains as to how (x, u)2 should be estimated. The obvious candidate 
is
5 = (x, x)2 = ( p -  p)2 / x2 = x^ Yi2 . 
Substituting this into the formula for a yields
a = l/(p -  p) , 2y! -  l/(p -  p) ,
and the new estimate
p - l / a  = p = p((A-p)  ]x) .
5.3.5 A particular case
In this section we will concentrate on
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p = Z(x, Uj)2^  = xTAx ,
Y = 2(x, Ui)2(?4 -  p)"1 = xT(A -  p)-Jx .
But this time we will refine the approximation by using
ß = S ' ( ^ - p ) - 1/(m -1 ) , Tji = (Aj — m.)-1 — ß .
We start with
p = (x, u)2X + S f (x, Ui)2[p + (ß+Pi)"1]
= (x, u)2X. + p Z ' (x, Ui)2 + Z ' (x, Ui)2(ß+T| i)—1
= (x, u)2X + p ( l—(x, u)2) + ß- 1 Z ' (x, Ui)2(l+T|i/ß)—1
= (X, U)2X + p (l-(x , u)2) + ß- 1 Z' (x, Ui)2 [1 TJj/ß + (Tli/ß)2 -  ... ]
= (x, u)2x + p (l-(x , u)2) + ß -H H x , u)2) -  ß~2 Z ' (x, Ui)2 Pi
+ ß"1 Z ' (x, Ui)2 [(Pi/ß)2 -  ... ]
= (x, u)2X, + p (l-(x , u)2) + ß 1 (1 (x, u)2) -  ß" 2 Z' (x, Ui)2 [Pi + ß -  ß]
+ ß- 1 Z ’ (x, Ui)2 [(Pi/ß) 2 -  ... ]
= (x, u)2X + |i ( l—(x, u)2) + ß !(1 (x, u)2) -  ß- 2 Z' (x, Ui)2 (Xi -  p)"1 + ß—1(l~(x, u)2) 
+ ß" 1 Z ’ (x, Ui)2 [(Pi/ß)2 -  ... ]
= (x, u)2X + p (l—(x, u)2) + 2ß-K l-(x, u)2) -  ß-2[Y- (x, u)2(X -  p)"1]
+ ß- 1 Z ’ (x, Ui) 2 [(Pi/ß) 2 -  ... ]
which is approximated by
p - p  = ( p - p)8 + 2ß~1( l—5) -  ß—2[y — 5(p — p)-1] . (5.3.1)
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The second equation may be written
Y = (x, u)2(?i -  p)"1 + Z'(x, Ui)2(?4 -  p)"1 
= (x, u)2(?i -  p)"1 + Z'(x, Ui)2[ß + TiJ
which, ignoring X'(x, u^2^  , is approximated by
Y = 5(Ü-n)-i + ß(l-S) •
This yields
o-i = (1-8) (E-M-)
(p -  p)Y -  5
Substituting (5.3.2) into (5.3.1) yields
p - p  = (p — p)5 + ß-1( l—5)
= (p -  p)8 + (l-S)2 (U-|x)
( P - p)y- 8
so that
(p — p)[ (p - p)y- S ]  = (p - p)2y8 - ( p - p)52 + ( l -5 )2(p -p )
For simplicity, we may take p = p , so that solving for p - p  gives
p = p +
2 2 S -  (l^ ) 2
5 y
p + [2 -1 /5 ] / y
(5.3.2)
Again we are faced with determining 8 , but it appears that the choice of
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5 = (x, (A-p)_1x) / ll(A-p)“1x)ll
results in an estimate of the eigenvalue of the same order as p((A-p)-1x)) .
5.3.6 ‘Higher order’ Laguerre
Continuing on from the motivation of Laguerre’s iteration, we might consider a ‘higher 
order’ method:
Yi = £  (p -  ki)'1 = oti + a2 + (m-2)ß ,
y2 = £  (n -  ^i)-2 = “ l2 + <*22 + (m-2)ß2 ,
73 = £  (p -  Xi)~3 = a!3 + a23 + (m-2)ß3 .
Or in general
Yn = £  (p -  ^)-n = a!n + ... + + (m-k+l)ßn , n = 1, ... , k .
The approximate eigenvalues are p -  1/oq .
This is very much the same as the method of traces applied to (p -  A)-1 but refined 
with an extra term relating to errors.
5 .3 .7  Cubic method for finding all zeros simultaneouly.
Aberth (1973) describes a third order method for determining all the zeros of a polynomial 
simultaneously. It turns out that if all but one of the zeros are approximated by then 
the method results in
P = p -  1 /  tr[ (p -  A)-1 ] .
Let x be a monic polynomial with roots , . . . ,  ^  , and let distinct approximations to 
these be pt ,... , pm . Now let
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r \ p  = -%(P
n.(c-n.)
i * j 1
j = 1. m .
Aberth’s method is just the application of Newton’s method to r\- at pj , that is,
Sj = Hj + Sj ,
5j = -  Tij(iij) /  n/Cuj)
x(Mj)
x ( ^ . ) . S  — 1 ■
J i * j  11. — A. 
J J i
-  x'(M-j)
We can write l/5j as
±  = Z -j-
= Z -1- ■
i * j  Mj-M-J
X’(Uj)
X(Mj)
i II. — A. 
J 1
If we approximate only pj , by p say, and make all the other m equal, say to a , 
then
1 / 8j = (m-1) / (p -  a) -  tr[ (p — A)"1 ]
which tends to — tr[ (p — A)-1 ] as a —> <» .
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